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STERILE NEUTRINOS
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• Sterile neutrinos (N) can give rise to SM neutrino masses via seesaw 
mechanism

• Also good for leptogenesis when sterile neutrinos out of equilibrium!

<latexit sha1_base64="FliqXb84L4RI4sCCKajFJZFG7W4=">AAACAHicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqAsXbgaL4KKURIq6LLpxJRXsA5pQJpNpO3RmEmYmQgnZ+CtuXCji1s9w5984abPQ1gMXDufcy733BDGjSjvOt1VaWV1b3yhvVra2d3b37P2DjooSiUkbRyySvQApwqggbU01I71YEsQDRrrB5Cb3u49EKhqJBz2Nic/RSNAhxUgbaWAfeRzpseTpnVfzaihIRIgEJtnArjp1Zwa4TNyCVEGB1sD+8sIIJ5wIjRlSqu86sfZTJDXFjGQVL1EkRniCRqRvqECcKD+dPZDBU6OEcBhJU0LDmfp7IkVcqSkPTGd+rlr0cvE/r5/o4ZWfUhEnmgg8XzRMGNQRzNOAIZUEazY1BGFJza0Qj5FEWJvMKiYEd/HlZdI5r7sX9cZ9o9q8LuIog2NwAs6ACy5BE9yCFmgDDDLwDF7Bm/VkvVjv1se8tWQVM4fgD6zPH6iSlnY=</latexit> N
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equilibrium

<latexit sha1_base64="MdeNeeotsFWgEUleL1aUeeZHo1w=">AAAB9HicbVDLSgMxFL1TX7W+qi7dDBbBVZkRUZdFNy4r2Ae0Q8mkaRuaZMbkTqEM/Q43LhRx68e482/MtLPQ1gOBwzn3ck9OGAtu0PO+ncLa+sbmVnG7tLO7t39QPjxqmijRlDVoJCLdDolhgivWQI6CtWPNiAwFa4Xju8xvTZg2PFKPOI1ZIMlQ8QGnBK0UdCXBkZYpcslmvXLFq3pzuKvEz0kFctR75a9uP6KJZAqpIMZ0fC/GICUaORVsVuomhsWEjsmQdSxVRDITpPPQM/fMKn13EGn7FLpz9fdGSqQxUxnaySykWfYy8T+vk+DgJki5ihNkii4ODRLhYuRmDbh9rhlFMbWEUM1tVpeOiCYUbU8lW4K//OVV0ryo+lfVy4fLSu02r6MIJ3AK5+DDNdTgHurQAApP8Ayv8OZMnBfn3flYjBacfOcY/sD5/AF3u5KR</latexit>

time
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LEPTOGENESIS

3

• Lepton asymmetry shared with baryons via sphalerons

• Mechanism of baryogenesis depends on relative timing of sphaleron 
decoupling
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sphaleron decoupling
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HIDDEN SECTORS

4

• Many models with sterile neutrinos contain other new 
particles, motivated by GUTs, dark matter, etc.

HD
ƔD gD

ZDWD
νDψD

χD ξD

• Asymmetry from freeze-in depends crucially on hidden sector 
structure, since this dictates production & decay rates/modes
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FREEZE-IN LEPTOGENESIS MECHANISM
• SM Higgs decays produce GeV-scale N + SM lepton 

• Sterile neutrinos coherently propagate 

• Inverse decay destroys SM lepton and sterile neutrino

+
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<latexit sha1_base64="P7XqHf0Vdr1Yag66h00DEsJyQ2E=">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</latexit>

L↵

<latexit sha1_base64="6a6YnRbiQgES78poZ1uRiPn00q8=">AAACz3icbVFdaxNBFJ2sXzV+tfroy2IQRDBkUm19EKkfiC9Ki01b2F3D3dmb7NCZ2WVm1hKGEV/9B77qq7/If+NsEqxpe2HhcM49e8+dm9eCGzsY/OlEly5fuXpt7Xr3xs1bt++sb9w9MFWjGY5YJSp9lINBwRWOLLcCj2qNIHOBh/nxm1Y//ILa8Ert21mNmYSp4hPOwAbqc1oFsfW6j35Mx+u9QX8wr/g8oEvQI8vaHW90fqdFxRqJyjIBxiR0UNvMgbacCfTdtDFYAzuGKSYBKpBoMjeP7eOHgSniSaXDp2w8Z/93OJDGzGQeOiXY0pzVWvIiLWns5HnmuKobi4otBk0aEdsqbt8gLrhGZsUsAGCah6wxK0EDs+GlVqYwEIJPNaxs4kxYtcQikG8xrK3xQ4jwStQl5Ghd2gb6Z3T71J/+xknv1KnvXdj7Uwk1XtTlXjx5aR4nw/4wWyj0mXfBq/CEVVKCKlxqQvzaznxCM5eiMo3GdvpqBtej3vtuN5yXnj3meXAw7NOt/ube097O6+Wh18h98oA8IpRskx3ynuySEWFEkx/kJ/kV7UUn0dfo26I16iw998hKRd//AmFs5r4=</latexit>

N1

<latexit sha1_base64="VP+QshQoOwy8yrASuB4kvXuzfmc=">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</latexit>

N2

<latexit sha1_base64="/gG+md9+aqdJUZBWArKBmQxyZuI=">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</latexit>

L�
<latexit sha1_base64="/gG+md9+aqdJUZBWArKBmQxyZuI=">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</latexit>

L�

<latexit sha1_base64="P7XqHf0Vdr1Yag66h00DEsJyQ2E=">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</latexit>

L↵

Akhmedov, Rubakov, Smirnov, hep-ph/9803255; Asaka, Shaposhnikov, hep-ph/0505013

<latexit sha1_base64="LWHcIbPFvS/52AQAPJIirgxh+BQ=">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</latexit>

H
⇤

<latexit sha1_base64="LWHcIbPFvS/52AQAPJIirgxh+BQ=">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</latexit>

H
⇤

<latexit sha1_base64="LWHcIbPFvS/52AQAPJIirgxh+BQ=">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</latexit>

H
⇤

<latexit sha1_base64="LWHcIbPFvS/52AQAPJIirgxh+BQ=">AAACxHicbVFda9RAFJ2NH63rV6uPvgQXQQoumVWrDyL1g9IXodJuW0hiuZnc3QydmQwzE2UZ4j/wVX+Ev8h/42R3sW7bC4HDuffMPSe30IJblyR/etG16zdurq3f6t++c/fe/Y3NB0e2bgzDMatFbU4KsCi4wrHjTuCJNgiyEHhcnH3o+sdf0Vheq0M305hLmCo+4QxcoA72vmydbgySYTKv+DKgSzAgy9o/3ez9zsqaNRKVYwKsTWmiXe7BOM4Etv2ssaiBncEU0wAVSLS5n3tt4yeBKeNJbcKnXDxn/1d4kNbOZBEmJbjKXux15FW9tHGT17nnSjcOFVssmjQidnXcBY9LbpA5MQsAmOHBa8wqMMBc+D0rWxgIwacGVpJ4G6JWWAbyI4bYBj8FC++ErqBA57PO0D+hP6Tt+TNetl6d63ZD7oMKNF415d88e2u30tFwlC869GXrg1bhN1ZLCar0mQ32tZu1Kc19hso2Brvtqx78gLZt2++H89KLx7wMjkZDuj18/vnFYOf98tDr5BF5TJ4SSl6RHbJH9smYMDIlP8hP8ivajURko2YxGvWWmodkpaLvfwFPPuGK</latexit>

H
⇤

<latexit sha1_base64="Pc00hsYh4fcpNxJpuMGMI8WGJvc=">AAACBnicbVDLSsNAFJ3UV62vqEsRgkVwoSWRoi6LIrisYB/QxDCZ3LZDJw9mJkIJWbnxV9y4UMSt3+DOv3GaZqGtBwYO59w7c+Z4MaNCmua3VlpYXFpeKa9W1tY3Nrf07Z22iBJOoEUiFvGuhwUwGkJLUsmgG3PAgceg442uJn7nAbigUXgnxzE4AR6EtE8Jlkpy9X07vyPl4Gdwn55Qm4bSuHYt+9iXmatXzZqZw5gnVkGqqEDT1b9sPyJJAKEkDAvRs8xYOinmkhIGWcVOBMSYjPAAeoqGOADhpHmEzDhUim/0I66OCpGrvzdSHAgxDjw1GWA5FLPeRPzP6yWyf+GkNIwTCSGZPtRPmCEjY9KJ4VMORLKxIphwqrIaZIg5JlI1V1ElWLNfnift05p1Vqvf1quNy6KOMtpDB+gIWegcNdANaqIWIugRPaNX9KY9aS/au/YxHS1pxc4u+gPt8wf/QpjR</latexit>

e�i
R
E1 dt

<latexit sha1_base64="wi8RjqyKOHbnilvoG0TdLZKDMtE=">AAACBnicbVA7SwNBGNyLr3i+opYiHAbBQsNdELURgyJYRjAPyJ3H3t6XZMneg909IRypbPwfVjYWitja2duI/8bNJYVGBxaGme/bnR0vZlRI0/zSclPTM7Nz+Xl9YXFpeaWwulYXUcIJ1EjEIt70sABGQ6hJKhk0Yw448Bg0vN7Z0G/cABc0Cq9kPwYnwJ2QtinBUkluYdPO7kg5+AO4TveoTUNpnLtle9eXA7dQNEtmBuMvscakePKuH8f3n3rVLXzYfkSSAEJJGBaiZZmxdFLMJSUMBrqdCIgx6eEOtBQNcQDCSbMIA2NbKb7Rjrg6KkSm/txIcSBEP/DUZIBlV0x6Q/E/r5XI9pGT0jBOJIRk9FA7YYaMjGEnhk85EMn6imDCqcpqkC7mmEjVnK5KsCa//JfUyyXroLR/aRYrp2iEPNpAW2gHWegQVdAFqqIaIugWPaAn9KzdaY/ai/Y6Gs1p45119Ava2zdgYZwP</latexit>

e�i
R
E2 dt
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ASYMMETRY & HNL MASSES

6

• Asymmetry generation rate is proportional to 

Akhmedov, Rubakov, Smirnov, hep-ph/9803255; Asaka, Shaposhnikov, hep-ph/0505013
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• Asymmetry generation stops when N come into equilibrium

<latexit sha1_base64="Vx9jzlAftwDVuk3x01F4MVU4YP0=">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</latexit>

sin

Z
(E2 � E1) dt

�
⇡ sin

Z
M2

2 �M2
1

2p
dt

�
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HIDDEN SECTOR MODEL

7

• Consider generic singlet scalar coupled to pairs of sterile neutrinos

• Results don’t depend on details of model

<latexit sha1_base64="zFgakf0wZ8TsQ7ROciarN4vAkYs=">AAAB6HicbVDLTgJBEOzFF+IL9ehlIjHxRHYNUY9ELxwhkUcCGzI79MLI7OxmZtaEEL7AiweN8eonefNvHGAPClbSSaWqO91dQSK4Nq777eQ2Nre2d/K7hb39g8Oj4vFJS8epYthksYhVJ6AaBZfYNNwI7CQKaRQIbAfj+7nffkKleSwfzCRBP6JDyUPOqLFSo9YvltyyuwBZJ15GSpCh3i9+9QYxSyOUhgmqdddzE+NPqTKcCZwVeqnGhLIxHWLXUkkj1P50ceiMXFhlQMJY2ZKGLNTfE1MaaT2JAtsZUTPSq95c/M/rpia89adcJqlByZaLwlQQE5P512TAFTIjJpZQpri9lbARVZQZm03BhuCtvrxOWldl77pcaVRK1bssjjycwTlcggc3UIUa1KEJDBCe4RXenEfnxXl3PpatOSebOYU/cD5/AKBnjNU=</latexit>

H

<latexit sha1_base64="DTboF0aZZJLRV4arqb58KnristY=">AAAB6nicbVDLSgNBEOz1GeMr6tHLYBDEQ9iVoB6DXnKMaB6QrGF2MpsMmZ1dZnqFEPIJXjwo4tUv8ubfOEn2oIkFDUVVN91dQSKFQdf9dlZW19Y3NnNb+e2d3b39wsFhw8SpZrzOYhnrVkANl0LxOgqUvJVoTqNA8mYwvJ36zSeujYjVA44S7ke0r0QoGEUr3Vcfz7uFoltyZyDLxMtIETLUuoWvTi9macQVMkmNaXtugv6YahRM8km+kxqeUDakfd62VNGIG388O3VCTq3SI2GsbSkkM/X3xJhGxoyiwHZGFAdm0ZuK/3ntFMNrfyxUkiJXbL4oTCXBmEz/Jj2hOUM5soQyLeythA2opgxtOnkbgrf48jJpXJS8y1L5rlys3GRx5OAYTuAMPLiCClShBnVg0IdneIU3RzovzrvzMW9dcbKZI/gD5/MHuU6NcQ==</latexit>

H
⇤

<latexit sha1_base64="hpnySaJh+/CAhHti5mNvHw101yA=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkVI9FLx4r2A9oQ9lsN83S3U3Y3Qgl9C948aCIV/+QN/+NmzYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QcKZNq777ZQ2Nre2d8q7lb39g8Oj6vFJV8epIrRDYh6rfoA15UzSjmGG036iKBYBp71gepf7vSeqNIvlo5kl1Bd4IlnICDa5NEwiNqrW3Lq7AFonXkFqUKA9qn4NxzFJBZWGcKz1wHMT42dYGUY4nVeGqaYJJlM8oQNLJRZU+9ni1jm6sMoYhbGyJQ1aqL8nMiy0nonAdgpsIr3q5eJ/3iA14Y2fMZmkhkqyXBSmHJkY5Y+jMVOUGD6zBBPF7K2IRFhhYmw8FRuCt/ryOule1b1mvfHQqLVuizjKcAbncAkeXEML7qENHSAQwTO8wpsjnBfn3flYtpacYuYU/sD5/AEWdo5I</latexit>

�

<latexit sha1_base64="hpnySaJh+/CAhHti5mNvHw101yA=">AAAB63icbVBNS8NAEJ3Ur1q/qh69LBbBU0mkVI9FLx4r2A9oQ9lsN83S3U3Y3Qgl9C948aCIV/+QN/+NmzYHbX0w8Hhvhpl5QcKZNq777ZQ2Nre2d8q7lb39g8Oj6vFJV8epIrRDYh6rfoA15UzSjmGG036iKBYBp71gepf7vSeqNIvlo5kl1Bd4IlnICDa5NEwiNqrW3Lq7AFonXkFqUKA9qn4NxzFJBZWGcKz1wHMT42dYGUY4nVeGqaYJJlM8oQNLJRZU+9ni1jm6sMoYhbGyJQ1aqL8nMiy0nonAdgpsIr3q5eJ/3iA14Y2fMZmkhkqyXBSmHJkY5Y+jMVOUGD6zBBPF7K2IRFhhYmw8FRuCt/ryOule1b1mvfHQqLVuizjKcAbncAkeXEML7qENHSAQwTO8wpsjnBfn3flYtpacYuYU/sD5/AEWdo5I</latexit>

�
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FIG. 3: Abundances and asymmetries as a function of dimensionless time, z, for various couplings y between RHNs
and the dark scalar, �. We have fixed � = 0.1, M� = 1 GeV, M1 = 1 GeV, �M = 3⇥ 10�8 GeV, and the Yukawa
couplings F

(I) indicated in Eq. (28). (Left) The dashed lines indicate max(YN ), and the solid lines indicate the
asymmetry in the anomaly-free electron number, �Ye ⌘ �YB/3�Le

. We take the following values of y: (red) y = 0,
corresponding to the standard ARS scenario; (black) y = 6⇥ 10�6; (blue) y = 10�5. It is evident that asymmetry
generation is suppressed once YN comes into equilibrium. (Right) Electron flavor asymmetry �Ye (solid) and total
asymmetry �YB�L (dotted) for various values of y: (top, red) y = 0; (middle, black) y = 6⇥ 10�6; (bottom, blue)
y = 10�5. While the flavor asymmetries stop growing when the RHNs equilibrate, the re-processing of the flavor
asymmetries into a total B � L asymmetry persists at later times.
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FIG. 4: Electron flavor asymmetry, �Ye, as a function
of dimensionless time, z, for various RHN mass
splittings �M in GeV as indicated in the figure. We
take y = 10�5 with other parameters the same as in
Fig. 3. We see that increasing �M enhances the
asymmetry at earlier times, which leads to a larger final
asymmetry when oscillations are interrupted by RHN
equilibration. When �M is su�ciently large that
zosc < zeq, however, the RHNs oscillate too early and
the asymmetry saturates at smaller values for larger
splittings.

We see that when y = 0, corresponding to minimal
ARS leptogenesis, the RHNs are out of equilibrium for
all times before the electroweak phase transition, and the
flavor asymmetry saturates around the oscillation time,
zosc. For larger values of y, the RHNs come into equilib-
rium earlier, and the generation of the flavor asymmetry

is suppressed once the RHNs are close to equilibrium. As
expected, we see an absence of oscillation in �Ye when
zeq < zosc.
In the right panel of Fig. 3, we compare the time evo-

lution of the flavor and total asymmetries for the same
parameters as above. It is evident that the total asym-
metries are smaller than the flavor asymmetries because
they arise at higher order in the couplings F . We see that
the total asymmetry continues to accumulate after the
RHNs equilibrate because the total asymmetry results
from a re-processing of the existing lepton flavor asym-
metries rather than from a direct source of CP -violation.
However, the suppression in the flavor asymmetry from
RHN equilibration carries over to the overall normaliza-
tion of the total asymmetry, giving rise to a comparable
reduction in the total B � L asymmetry.
We show the e↵ects of RHN mass splitting on the lep-

ton flavor asymmetries in Fig. 4. For the smallest mass
splittings, oscillation is delayed until after RHN equili-
bration, zosc > zeq, suppressing the asymmetry. As the
mass splitting increases, corresponding to an earlier os-
cillation time, the suppression is less pronounced. This
is in qualitative agreement with our estimate in Eq. (17),
where we found that the asymmetry was larger with in-
creased �M

2
21 = M

2
2 � M

2
1 ⇡ 2M1�M . Once the mass

splitting is su�ciently large that zosc < zeq, then we re-
cover the typical ARS scaling where the asymmetry is op-
timized by delaying oscillations. The optimal asymmetry
occurs for zosc ⇠ zeq, which in the case of the benchmark
shown in Fig. 4 corresponds to �M ⇠ 10�5 GeV. We
see that the larger mass splitting partly mitigates the
suppression of the asymmetry from RHN equilibration,
but the optimal electron flavor asymmetry is still orders
of magnitude lower than the optimal asymmetry in the
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FIG. 3: Abundances and asymmetries as a function of dimensionless time, z, for various couplings y between RHNs
and the dark scalar, �. We have fixed � = 0.1, M� = 1 GeV, M1 = 1 GeV, �M = 3⇥ 10�8 GeV, and the Yukawa
couplings F

(I) indicated in Eq. (28). (Left) The dashed lines indicate max(YN ), and the solid lines indicate the
asymmetry in the anomaly-free electron number, �Ye ⌘ �YB/3�Le

. We take the following values of y: (red) y = 0,
corresponding to the standard ARS scenario; (black) y = 6⇥ 10�6; (blue) y = 10�5. It is evident that asymmetry
generation is suppressed once YN comes into equilibrium. (Right) Electron flavor asymmetry �Ye (solid) and total
asymmetry �YB�L (dotted) for various values of y: (top, red) y = 0; (middle, black) y = 6⇥ 10�6; (bottom, blue)
y = 10�5. While the flavor asymmetries stop growing when the RHNs equilibrate, the re-processing of the flavor
asymmetries into a total B � L asymmetry persists at later times.
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FIG. 4: Electron flavor asymmetry, �Ye, as a function
of dimensionless time, z, for various RHN mass
splittings �M in GeV as indicated in the figure. We
take y = 10�5 with other parameters the same as in
Fig. 3. We see that increasing �M enhances the
asymmetry at earlier times, which leads to a larger final
asymmetry when oscillations are interrupted by RHN
equilibration. When �M is su�ciently large that
zosc < zeq, however, the RHNs oscillate too early and
the asymmetry saturates at smaller values for larger
splittings.

We see that when y = 0, corresponding to minimal
ARS leptogenesis, the RHNs are out of equilibrium for
all times before the electroweak phase transition, and the
flavor asymmetry saturates around the oscillation time,
zosc. For larger values of y, the RHNs come into equilib-
rium earlier, and the generation of the flavor asymmetry

is suppressed once the RHNs are close to equilibrium. As
expected, we see an absence of oscillation in �Ye when
zeq < zosc.
In the right panel of Fig. 3, we compare the time evo-

lution of the flavor and total asymmetries for the same
parameters as above. It is evident that the total asym-
metries are smaller than the flavor asymmetries because
they arise at higher order in the couplings F . We see that
the total asymmetry continues to accumulate after the
RHNs equilibrate because the total asymmetry results
from a re-processing of the existing lepton flavor asym-
metries rather than from a direct source of CP -violation.
However, the suppression in the flavor asymmetry from
RHN equilibration carries over to the overall normaliza-
tion of the total asymmetry, giving rise to a comparable
reduction in the total B � L asymmetry.
We show the e↵ects of RHN mass splitting on the lep-

ton flavor asymmetries in Fig. 4. For the smallest mass
splittings, oscillation is delayed until after RHN equili-
bration, zosc > zeq, suppressing the asymmetry. As the
mass splitting increases, corresponding to an earlier os-
cillation time, the suppression is less pronounced. This
is in qualitative agreement with our estimate in Eq. (17),
where we found that the asymmetry was larger with in-
creased �M

2
21 = M

2
2 � M

2
1 ⇡ 2M1�M . Once the mass

splitting is su�ciently large that zosc < zeq, then we re-
cover the typical ARS scaling where the asymmetry is op-
timized by delaying oscillations. The optimal asymmetry
occurs for zosc ⇠ zeq, which in the case of the benchmark
shown in Fig. 4 corresponds to �M ⇠ 10�5 GeV. We
see that the larger mass splitting partly mitigates the
suppression of the asymmetry from RHN equilibration,
but the optimal electron flavor asymmetry is still orders
of magnitude lower than the optimal asymmetry in the
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• Optimal mass splitting corresponds to onset of oscillations around 
sterile neutrino equilibration time
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HIDDEN-SECTOR DYNAMICS

• Now, consider

• Interactions within the hidden 
sector change the number 
density and kinetic energy of 
hidden states
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At later times, elastic scattering �H ! �H re-distributes
kinetic energy and drives the temperatures to be equal.

Similarly, the initial production of NI is dominated
by � ! NINI decays, and so the average NI energy
produced from � decays is

hENI i =
M���!NINI

2h��!NINI iT�

= T�. (40)

This gives the early-time relation

TN =
T�

3
=

2T

9
, (41)

which is independent of the flavor I and which we take
to be the initial condition for TN . Once again, the NI

population is colder than the originating � population.
This can be understood by the time dilation factor in �

decays: because the � particles that decay are predom-
inantly from the coldest part of the statistical distribu-
tion, this leads to TN < T�. Furthermore, the energy
from a single � is divided among two RHNs.

We can also obtain an analytic expression for the dark
energy density and temperature in the limit where � and
NI have established equilibrium amongst themselves but
not with the SM. In this case, ⇢d = ⇢� +

P
I
(⇢NI + ⇢

NI
)

and Td = T� = TN are related by the usual equilibrium
relations. Integrating the energy-density equation in the
limit of negligible initial hidden-sector energy gives

⇢d =
�
2

32⇡5
M0T

3
, (42)

from which we can use the Maxwell-Boltzmann relation
between energy density and temperature to express the
dark energy density in terms of Td,

Td

T
=

✓
�
2
M0

96gd⇡3T

◆1/4

=

✓
�
2
M0z

96gd⇡3Tew

◆1/4

, (43)

where gd = 5 is the number of degrees of freedom in the
hidden sector for two RHNs. We see that the temper-
ature of the hidden sector increases relative to the SM
temperature as z

1/4.
Finally, we can estimate the time at which equilibra-

tion occurs within the hidden sector. This approximately
corresponds to the conditions n�h�(�� ! N INI)vi ⇡ H

and nNI h�(N INI ! ��)vi ⇡ H, where the thermal av-
erages are computed over either T� or TN (they are any-
way the same once local equilibrium is reached in the
hidden sector). The number densities of � and NI can
be computed analytically at early times by ignoring the
back-reaction terms, and the parametric scaling of the
time of equilibration within the hidden sector is

zh.s. eq /
1

�y2
. (44)

B. Hidden-Sector Equilibration: Results

We begin by showing the evolution of the hidden sec-
tor abundances and temperatures for some benchmark
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FIG. 9: Abundances (upper plot) and temperatures
(lower plot) as functions of dimensionless time z,
expressed as ratios to the values when in equilibrium
with the SM, for � (dashed lines) and N (solid lines).
Here, we show benchmarks for which the hidden sector
comes to local equilibrium before equilibrating with the
SM. We take � = 5⇥ 10�6, M� = MN = 1 GeV, and
consider two values of y: 0.01 (blue) and 0.5 (red). Note
that when the hidden sector establishes local
equilibrium, the abundances and temperatures rapidly
approach the values predicted by the dark temperature
Eq. (43).

points. In solving the Boltzmann equations, we take
as our initial conditions Y� = YNI = 10�20 and initial
hidden-sector temperatures given by Eqs. (39) and (41).
We consider a system with two RHNs.

Evolution of Hidden-Sector Temperatures and
Abundances: First, we consider benchmarks with � ⌧

y such that the coupling within the hidden sector is much
stronger than the coupling between the hidden sector and
the SM. In Fig. 9, we show the time evolution of the
N and � abundances and temperatures, both taken as
ratios with respect to the values when fully in equilib-
rium with the SM. At early times, the N and � tem-
peratures stay fixed at the values derived in Eqs. (39)
and (41), and the abundances grow according to a näıve
integration of the number-density Boltzmann equation
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FIG. 15: Baryon asymmetry including the full
treatment of hidden-sector equilibration for M� = 1
GeV, �M = 3⇥ 10�8 GeV, SM Higgs coupling F

(I),
and the indicated values of �.

for z & 0.1, N reaches the same temperature and abun-
dance as the SM and there is no more net production of
RHNs, leading to an exponential decay of the o↵-diagonal
elements of the density matrix. This explains the much
sharper turno↵ of asymmetry generation once the RHNs
come into full equilibrium with the SM.

To determine the dependence of the asymmetry on the
hidden-sector couplings, we fix M�, �M , and F

(I) to
the above values, and we vary � and y. The resulting
baryon asymmetry is shown in Fig. 15. For values of y

that are just large enough to equilibrate RHNs before
oscillations, we recover the y

�10 power law dependence
of the asymmetry. When y is larger, however, we see a
break in the power-law dependence for values of y that
correspond to internal equilibration within the hidden
sector prior to � coming into equilibrium with the SM.
This break can be seen, for example, in the vicinity of
y = 0.0015 for � = 10�5 in Fig. 15, and the power law
softens to between y

�6.5 and y
�7. This is because of

the e↵ect seen above where local equilibrium within the
hidden sector suppresses, but does not completely halt,
asymmetry generation. The asymmetry no longer has
a simple power-law dependence on � either, since the
asymmetry for any given benchmark point depends on
an interplay of rates and temperatures involving both the
SM and the hidden sector. Nevertheless, we still observe
a steep suppression of the asymmetry as functions of both
� and y.

We finally turn to the optimal baryon asymmetry given
a set of hidden-sector couplings � and y. We pursue a
similar strategy as in Sec. IVC, where we choose the set
of couplings F

(II) given in Eq. (29) that are enhanced
relative to the näıve see-saw prediction so as to give
the largest asymmetry without equilibrating the asym-
metries in all three flavors of leptons. For each value of
y and �, we choose the value of the mass splitting �M

for which the baryon asymmetry is largest. We show

5.×10-51.×10-4 5.×10-4 0.001 0.005 0.01010-12

10-11

10-10
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FIG. 16: (Left) Baryon asymmetry as a function of y

obtained using the Yukawa texture F
(II) from Eq. (29)

including the full treatment of hidden-sector
equilibration. We have set M� = 1 GeV, and for each
value of y and � we optimized the mass splitting to give
the maximum baryon asymmetry. The dot-dashed line
indicates the observed baryon asymmetry. The ARS
asymmetry corresponding to y = 0 is �YB = 2⇥ 10�7.

the y-dependence of the optimized baryon asymmetry in
Fig. 16 for several values of � spanning various hierarchies
for the hidden-sector couplings. At large �, we recover
the y

�4 power-law dependence seen in Sec. IVC, con-
firming that our earlier assumption that � is always in
equilibrium allowed us to predict the correct parametric
dependence of the asymmetry. For smaller values of �,
the full equilibration of the hidden sector becomes im-
portant, although even in this case the power law is only
marginally softer (by up to 10% in the exponent).
Viable baryogenesis necessitates obtaining the ob-

served value of �YB . For � & 10�3, we obtain a con-
sistent limit y

p
� . 1.5⇥ 10�5, which is nearly the same

as our result from Sec. IVC. For smaller values of �,
it is slightly relaxed to y

p
� . 2 ⇥ 10�5. Remarkably,

these results are consistent with our simplistic perturba-
tive analysis, as well as the analysis assuming that � is
always in equilibrium. This is in part due to the very
steep suppression of the asymmetry with respect to cou-
plings, such that even substantial changes in the asym-
metry from variations in the assumptions underlying the
hidden sector are compensated by minor adjustments to
the couplings.

VI. PHENOMENOLOGY & IMPLICATIONS
FOR LEPTOGENESIS

We have found that, for the case of a Higgs-portal
scalar coupled to RHNs, viable baryogenesis requires
y
p

� . 2 ⇥ 10�5 over a wide range of parameters. In
this section, we investigate the phenomenological impli-
cations.
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� . 2⇥ 10�5

• Optimize the asymmetry by picking the best mass splitting & overall 
scale of sterile neutrino Yukawa couplings
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• Can connect with phenomenology, giving prospects for discovery or 

falsification of leptogenesis!
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At some level, � inevitably mixes with the Higgs via
loop-induced processes involving the RHNs and charged
leptons. This is typically very small, being suppressed
by the square of the Yukawa couplings, F , between the
RHNs and SM Higgs. If � gets a VEV (v�), however,
then mass mixing occurs at tree level:

V �
�v�v

4
�h, (49)

where h is the real, uneaten Higgs boson field. From
measurements of the SM Higgs couplings and other col-
lider probes, the strongest constraint on the mixing angle
between h and � over the kinematic range of interest to
us is ✓ . 0.07 [77, 78]. In the limit of small mixing, the
SM-dark Higgs mixing angle is

✓ ⇡
�v�v

4(m2
h
� m

2
�
)
, (50)

and we assume in the following that the two scalars are
non-degenerate.

v� is a priori undetermined by the couplings � and
y. We can identify two well-motivated possibilities: in
the first, v� is responsible for giving the RHNs mass13,
and consequently satisfies the relation v� = MN/y. This
allows us to relate v� to existing model parameters. For
the second possibility, we can imagine that � is not the
dominant source of mass for the RHNs, in which case v�

is a free parameter. However, m� is in principle related
to v� and the self-quartic coupling, �s, by m

2
�
= �sv

2
�
/3,

and since �s acquires radiative corrections from � the �

mass cannot be arbitrarily decoupled from v�. Therefore,
it is a well-motivated possibility that v� ⇠1–100 GeV, in
which case it is straightforward to accommodate � masses
throughout the phenomenologically relevant range.

There are at least three processes of phenomenological
interest in probing RHN couplings within the hidden
sector: SM Higgs boson decays to RHN pairs [79–85], SM
Higgs boson decays to � pairs (followed by � ! NINI)
[86], and direct production of � in heavy-quark meson
decays, with subsequent decay to RHNs. We now
consider each in turn.

SM Higgs Decays to RHN pairs: The branching frac-
tion summed over two RHN species is

BF(h ! NINI) ⇡
✓
2
y
2
mh

8⇡�h

, (51)

where �h ⇡ 4 MeV is the SM Higgs width.

13
If this is the case, we should also consider the timing of the

lepton-number-breaking phase transition and whether it was

valid to use the zero-temperature RHN masses in our analysis.

We address this point in Appendix D, showing that our general

conclusions hold even in the case of vanishing tree-level RHN

masses in the early universe.
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FIG. 17: SM Higgs branching fraction to RHN pairs,
summed over two RHN flavors, with M� = 15 GeV,
MN = 5 GeV and assuming MN = yv�. The red shaded
region corresponds to parameters incompatible with
freeze-in leptogenesis, while the blue shaded region
indicates where the mixing angle ✓ exceeds the level at
which it is constrained by Higgs coupling measurements
and direct searches.

For the case in which the RHNs acquire their masses
from v�, the y-dependence cancels entirely to give

BF(h ! NINI) ⇡
�
2
M

2
NI

v
2
mh

128⇡(m2
h
� m

2
�
)2�h

. (52)

In Fig. 17, we plot contours of this branching fraction
as a function of � for M� = 15 GeV, MN = 5 GeV,
and assuming v� = MN/y. We indicate the region in-
compatible with leptogenesis, y

p
� & 2 ⇥ 10�5, as well

as the combination of couplings for which ✓ would ex-
ceed 0.07 and potentially conflict with constraints on the
mixing angle from direct or indirect searches. In most of
the blue shaded region, the mixing angle is large because
v� & v.
Since we expect ⇠ 108 Higgs bosons at the LHC [87],

we expect that in the most optimistic scenario it will
be possible to achieve sensitivity to branching fractions
⇠ 10�7. There is consequently a small sliver of parameter
space consistent with freeze-in leptogenesis and an LHC
signal in SM Higgs decays, but for most of the branching
fractions that can be probed in LHC searches, a discov-
ery would strongly disfavor RHN involvement in freeze-in
leptogenesis.
Alternatively, if RHNs do not acquire mass through

spontaneous symmetry breaking, then v� is a free
parameter. In Fig. 18, we show contours of the SM
Higgs branching fraction to RHNs as a function of
v� and �. We fix y by setting it to the largest value
allowed by leptogenesis. Once again, we see a region of
parameter space that is marginally testable with v� &
TeV, although there must be a hierarchy of hidden-sector
parameters v� � M�.
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At some level, � inevitably mixes with the Higgs via
loop-induced processes involving the RHNs and charged
leptons. This is typically very small, being suppressed
by the square of the Yukawa couplings, F , between the
RHNs and SM Higgs. If � gets a VEV (v�), however,
then mass mixing occurs at tree level:

V �
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where h is the real, uneaten Higgs boson field. From
measurements of the SM Higgs couplings and other col-
lider probes, the strongest constraint on the mixing angle
between h and � over the kinematic range of interest to
us is ✓ . 0.07 [77, 78]. In the limit of small mixing, the
SM-dark Higgs mixing angle is

✓ ⇡
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h
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, (50)

and we assume in the following that the two scalars are
non-degenerate.

v� is a priori undetermined by the couplings � and
y. We can identify two well-motivated possibilities: in
the first, v� is responsible for giving the RHNs mass13,
and consequently satisfies the relation v� = MN/y. This
allows us to relate v� to existing model parameters. For
the second possibility, we can imagine that � is not the
dominant source of mass for the RHNs, in which case v�

is a free parameter. However, m� is in principle related
to v� and the self-quartic coupling, �s, by m

2
�
= �sv

2
�
/3,

and since �s acquires radiative corrections from � the �

mass cannot be arbitrarily decoupled from v�. Therefore,
it is a well-motivated possibility that v� ⇠1–100 GeV, in
which case it is straightforward to accommodate � masses
throughout the phenomenologically relevant range.

There are at least three processes of phenomenological
interest in probing RHN couplings within the hidden
sector: SM Higgs boson decays to RHN pairs [79–85], SM
Higgs boson decays to � pairs (followed by � ! NINI)
[86], and direct production of � in heavy-quark meson
decays, with subsequent decay to RHNs. We now
consider each in turn.

SM Higgs Decays to RHN pairs: The branching frac-
tion summed over two RHN species is

BF(h ! NINI) ⇡
✓
2
y
2
mh

8⇡�h

, (51)

where �h ⇡ 4 MeV is the SM Higgs width.

13
If this is the case, we should also consider the timing of the

lepton-number-breaking phase transition and whether it was

valid to use the zero-temperature RHN masses in our analysis.

We address this point in Appendix D, showing that our general

conclusions hold even in the case of vanishing tree-level RHN

masses in the early universe.

10-5 10-4 0.001 0.010 0.100 1
5.×10-5
1.×10-4

5.×10-4
0.001

0.005

FIG. 17: SM Higgs branching fraction to RHN pairs,
summed over two RHN flavors, with M� = 15 GeV,
MN = 5 GeV and assuming MN = yv�. The red shaded
region corresponds to parameters incompatible with
freeze-in leptogenesis, while the blue shaded region
indicates where the mixing angle ✓ exceeds the level at
which it is constrained by Higgs coupling measurements
and direct searches.

For the case in which the RHNs acquire their masses
from v�, the y-dependence cancels entirely to give

BF(h ! NINI) ⇡
�
2
M

2
NI

v
2
mh

128⇡(m2
h
� m

2
�
)2�h

. (52)

In Fig. 17, we plot contours of this branching fraction
as a function of � for M� = 15 GeV, MN = 5 GeV,
and assuming v� = MN/y. We indicate the region in-
compatible with leptogenesis, y

p
� & 2 ⇥ 10�5, as well

as the combination of couplings for which ✓ would ex-
ceed 0.07 and potentially conflict with constraints on the
mixing angle from direct or indirect searches. In most of
the blue shaded region, the mixing angle is large because
v� & v.
Since we expect ⇠ 108 Higgs bosons at the LHC [87],

we expect that in the most optimistic scenario it will
be possible to achieve sensitivity to branching fractions
⇠ 10�7. There is consequently a small sliver of parameter
space consistent with freeze-in leptogenesis and an LHC
signal in SM Higgs decays, but for most of the branching
fractions that can be probed in LHC searches, a discov-
ery would strongly disfavor RHN involvement in freeze-in
leptogenesis.
Alternatively, if RHNs do not acquire mass through

spontaneous symmetry breaking, then v� is a free
parameter. In Fig. 18, we show contours of the SM
Higgs branching fraction to RHNs as a function of
v� and �. We fix y by setting it to the largest value
allowed by leptogenesis. Once again, we see a region of
parameter space that is marginally testable with v� &
TeV, although there must be a hierarchy of hidden-sector
parameters v� � M�.
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M� = 15 GeV
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FIG. 20: SM Higgs product branching fraction
BF(h ! ��)BF(� ! NN)2, with M� = 15 GeV, and v�

treated as a free parameter (unrelated to RHN masses).
The coupling y is set to the largest value consistent
with freeze-in leptogenesis. The red region indicates
parameters that are ruled out by measurements of the
SM Higgs width, while the blue region indicates where
the mixing angle ✓ exceeds the level at which it is
constrained by Higgs coupling measurements and direct
searches.

absence of mixing.

B-meson Decays to �: For mB > m� +mK , the dom-
inant production mechanism is B ! Xs�, with an in-
clusive rate of BF(B ! Xs�) ⇡ 3.3✓2 for m� ⌧ mB

[90]. The corresponding rate for the exclusive B ! K�

process is BF(B ! K�) ⇡ 0.43✓2. Given the sensitivity
of existing LHCb searches [91], a sensitivity to branch-
ing fractions ⇠ 10�10 for high-e�ciency, low-background
searches seems feasible in the near future.

We show the B ! K�, � ! NN product branching
fraction as a function of the hidden-sector couplings in
Fig. 21 under the assumption v� = MN/y. We consider
a benchmark with M� = 2 GeV and MN = 0.5 GeV. We
see that there is a relatively wide range of testable param-
eter space, although both y and � must be very small.
An appreciable mixing results because v� � v � m�,
implying a significant hierarchy of scales in the hidden
sector.

Finally, we consider the hypothesis where v� is a free
parameter unrelated to RHN masses, and we plot the B

decay branching fractions in Fig. 22. It is evident that a
substantial parameter space is accessible to experiment
while simultaneously being consistent with the observed
baryon asymmetry. Part of the reason for this is that

FIG. 21: B-meson product branching fraction
BF(B ! K�)BF(� ! NN), with M� = 2 GeV,
MN = 0.5 GeV, and v� = MN/y. The red and blue
shaded regions are the same as in Fig. 17.

the heaviest available SM fermions into which � can
decay are strange quarks and muons, both of which have
tiny masses. This means that a substantial branching
fraction of � ! NN occurs even with large ✓ and small
y to maintain the viability of leptogenesis. Furthermore,
the large number of B mesons expected at LHCb and
B-factories allow even tiny branching fractions to be
proved in the near future.

Summary: The consistency of observable phenomeno-
logical signatures with leptogenesis depends strongly on
the particular model and search mode. We find in general
that it is very challenging to accommodate a large h !

NN decay rate while simultaneously satisfying SM Higgs
coupling observations and the observed baryon asymme-
try through freeze-in leptogenesis. Similarly, there is only
a narrow part of parameter space that can be tested at
the LHC in h ! ��, � ! NN decays provided � is re-
sponsible for the generation of RHN masses. By contrast,
if RHN masses are unrelated to the � VEV, large signals
can be accommodated in h ! ��, � ! NN , and see-
ing such a signal would strongly point towards a hidden
sector with � � y for consistency with leptogenesis. If a
large width were observed for �, this would disfavor lep-
togenesis mediated by the RHNs. Finally, we find that
observable signals in B ! K�, � ! NN are readily con-
sistent with leptogenesis, although this channel is only
relevant for � masses below the B mass.

There are various ways to more carefully compare
hidden-sector phenomenology with freeze-in leptogene-
sis. For example, we have neglected direct � production
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SUMMARY
• Hidden-sector couplings to HNLs can severely suppress the 

asymmetry from leptogenesis

• Asymmetry suppression well modelled by simple analytic 
estimates

• We clarify the signals in conflict with & compatible with 
leptogenesis in a singlet scalar model

• Results easily generalized to other models of interest
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• Adding three sterile neutrinos/heavy neutral leptons (HNLs) can 
solve all three problems

• Heaviest two HNLs generate lepton asymmetry through freeze-in 
(ARS) leptogenesis, lightest HNL is a freeze-in DM candidate

e�i!It
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MN ⇠ GeV

• Neutrino minimal SM (or νMSM)

Akhmedov, Rubakov, Smirnov, hep-ph/9803255; Asaka, Shaposhnikov, hep-ph/0505013; …
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Klaric, Shaposhnikov, Timiryasov, 2103.16545
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FIG. 9. The range of the total mixing angle U2 consistent with both the seesaw mechanism and

leptogenesis as a function of HNLs’ mass MN . The black solid lines show the results obtained

with the full kinetic equations and vanishing initial conditions for HNLs. The blue, dashed lines

correspond to thermal initial conditions. In this regime the freeze-in does not contribute to the

asymmetry generation. The red, dotted line corresponds to neglecting the e↵ect of the expansion

of the Universe on the distribution of the heavy neutrinos. In this case the freeze-out cannot

contribute and the asymmetry is generated during freeze-in. The color contours represent the

largest allowed value of the mass splitting �M/M . Within the white regions the mass splitting is

smaller than 10�6. The left (right) panel shows the case of normal (inverted) hierarchy.

C. Constraints on the heavy neutrino mass splitting

The mass splitting between the heavy neutrinos is one of the most important parameters

for both leptogenesis scenarios. The main reason why leptogenesis is so sensitive to the

mass splitting �M between the heavy neutrinos is that this parameter sets the scale for the

oscillations that violate CP and lead to a lepton asymmetry. The temperature corresponding

to the onset of oscillations depends on the Hubble rate and is given as [21]

Tosc ⇡ (M0M�M)1/3 if Tosc � MN , (52)

where M0 =
p

90/ (8⇡3g⇤)MPl and g⇤ is the e↵ective number of relativistic degrees of free-

dom. For heavier neutrinos, it is possible that the oscillations begin when they are already

non-relativistic, which gives us a di↵erent temperature since the typical HNL energy is M

instead of T

Tosc ⇡ (M0�M)1/2 if Tosc
<
⇠ MN . (53)

33

FIG. 10. The allowed range of mass splittings and mixing angles for fixed phases. Left col-

umn: normal hierarchy, Re ! = ⇡/4, � = ⇡, ⌘ = 3⇡/2. Right column: inverted hierarchy,

Re ! = ⇡/4, � = 0, ⌘ = ⇡/2. The di↵erent contours correspond to di↵erent initial conditions for

the heavy neutrinos. The area inside the regions corresponds to a BAU greater than the observed

asymmetry. The (dark blue, full) curve includes both the contributions from freeze-in and freeze-

out. The (light blue, dashed) curve corresponds to freeze-out only and the (red, dotted) curve

corresponds to baryogenesis via freeze-in. It is interesting that the largest mass splitting is realized

exactly during freeze-in, as the HNL oscillations happen at high temperatures, and therefore before

the HNLs begin to decay.

• Often, although not always, mass degeneracies and/or 
enhancements in Yukawa couplings relative to naive see-saw

• Could be hallmark of approximate lepton number symmetry
Shaposhnikov, hep-ph/0605047
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STERILE NEUTRINO RESULTS
• Scalar must be very heavy to avoid spoiling leptogenesis11
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FIG. 6: (Left) Electron flavor asymmetry, �Ye, shown as a function of �M . We have fixed M� = 1 GeV,
M1 = 1 GeV, � = 0.1, y = 10�5, and the Yukawa couplings F

(I) indicated in Eq. (28). The points are the flavor
asymmetries obtained from numerically solving the quantum kinetic equations, while the dashed lines indicate �M

and �M
�0.6 power law dependences to facilitate comparison with analytic results. (Right) Dependence of �Ye on

tree-level dark scalar mass, M�. We set �M = 3⇥ 10�8 GeV and otherwise keep all other parameters apart from
M� the same.

FIG. 7: Flavor and total B � L asymmetries with F
(II)

defined in Eq. (29), and other parameters set to
�M = 1.5⇥ 10�3 GeV, M� = 1 GeV, � = 0.1, and
y = 3⇥ 10�5. The final muon and tau asymmetries are
suppressed by washout but the electron asymmetry is
protected, leading to a large B � L asymmetry of
comparable size to �Ye. This maximizes the
asymmetry when the Yukawa couplings, F , are large
enough to be in the strong washout regime.

lution of flavor and total asymmetries is shown in Fig. 7
for a benchmark point with this behavior. We see that
the relatively large Yukawa couplings F lead to a more
substantial asymmetry at early times. Even though the
muon and tau flavors come into equilibrium with the
RHNs and their asymmetries are exponentially damped,
the electron flavor stays out of equilibrium, preserving
a net B � L asymmetry. This particular limit is possi-
ble when Im! � 1 in the Casas-Ibarra parametrization,
corresponding to an enhancement in the magnitude of F

relative to the näıve see-saw prediction [73].

The particular F matrix used in Fig. 7 is

F
(II) =

0

@
1.33 + 0.930i 0.947� 1.34i
�2.08 + 3.15i 3.21 + 2.04i
�4.52 + 2.80i 2.81 + 4.49i

1

A⇥ 10�7
. (29)

This corresponds to a particular alignment such that
the Dirac and Majorana phases of the Pontecorvo-Maki-
Nakagawa-Sakata (PMNS) matrix sum to �⇡/2 and
Re! = ⇡/4 [46, 72, 73]11. We take the lightest RHN
neutrino mass to be M1 = 5 GeV, which gives rise to
larger F couplings than M1 = 1 GeV while still allowing
Im! > 1 so that the electron asymmetry is protected
from washout. We further assume for concreteness that
the SM neutrinos have a normal mass hierarchy, and for
the results to follow we optimize the asymmetry over the
mass splitting �M and Im!, the latter of which can en-
hance the overall magnitude of F .

We now vary y and �, using the optimal values of �M

and the magnitude of F (via adjustments to Im!) to give
the largest possible asymmetry. We report our results in
terms of the baryon asymmetry for each set of parame-
ters, which can be obtained from the B � L asymmetry
after taking into account spectator e↵ects [74]:

�YB =
28

79
�YB�L. (30)

We show our final results in Fig. 8 for M� = 1 GeV.
In the left panel, we show the optimal baryon asymme-
try as a function of y for two values of the quartic cou-
pling �. For comparison, we also show a y

�4 power-law
dependence with dashed lines. When the hidden-sector

11
Note that Refs. [72] and [46] use opposite sign conventions for

the Majorana phase, but the physical parameters in this limit

are the same for both.
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STERILE: OPTIMAL ASYMMETRY
• Optimize the asymmetry by picking the optimal mass splitting & 

overall scale of sterile neutrino Yukawa couplings
12
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FIG. 8: (Left) Baryon asymmetry as a function of y obtained using the Yukawa texture approximately equal to
F

(II) from Eq. (29) (although with Im! adjusted slightly for each point), which gives the largest asymmetry in the
strong washout regime by protecting the asymmetry in a single lepton flavor. We have set M� = 1 GeV, and for
each value of y and � we optimized the parameters �M and Im! to give the maximum baryon asymmetry. The
dashed lines indicate a y

�4 power-law dependence, and we find good agreement with the analytic prediction of
Eq. (19). The observed baryon asymmetry is indicated with the dot-dashed line. For comparison, the optimized
ARS asymmetry for this benchmark is �YB = 2⇥ 10�7, and the dip seen around y = 5⇥ 10�6 is due to flavor
e↵ects. (Right) Optimal �M as a function of y, demonstrating that larger mass splittings (and earlier oscillation
times) are preferred for larger couplings. The dashed lines indicate a y

6 power-law dependence to compare
numerical results with the analytic prediction of Eq. (18).

couplings are su�ciently large that the RHNs equilibrate
well before the electroweak phase transition, we see that
our numerical solutions for the optimal baryon asymme-
try closely follow the y

�4 power law, in agreement with
our analytic arguments in Eq. (19) with ⇠ = �y

2. In the
right panel of Fig. 8, we show the mass splitting which
optimizes the asymmetry for each value of y and �. As
the RHNs equilibrate earlier, the optimal mass splitting
tends to cause oscillations to begin earlier as well such
that zosc ⇠ zeq. The dependence of the optimal mass
splitting on y is approximately y

6, again in agreement
with our earlier arguments in Eq. (18).

To summarize, we have shown that couplings of new
hidden-sector particles to RHNs can bring the RHNs into
equilibrium earlier than they otherwise would, signifi-
cantly suppressing the asymmetry from freeze-in lepto-
genesis. We studied a concrete dark scalar-RHN model,
and having assumed the new dark scalar to always be in
equilibrium, we confirmed that the asymmetry can su↵er
from a tenth-power dependence on the coupling bringing
the RHNs into equilibrium. We find that the couplings
must satisfy y

p
� . 10�5 to obtain the observed baryon

asymmetry, even when other parameters have been op-
timized. Our numerical results agree very well with our
earlier analytic arguments based on an asymmetry cut-
o↵ at zeq from Sec. II C. We therefore expect the results
from this section to readily generalize to any model where
the RHNs are brought into equilibrium via an interaction
involving fields in thermal equilibrium with the SM.

In the next section, we study the e↵ects on leptogenesis
of a hidden sector with multiple fields that can all be
out of equilibrium simultaneously (with the SM and one
another).

V. FULL TREATMENT OF HIDDEN-SECTOR
EQUILIBRATION

The quantum kinetic equations in the previous section
were simplified by assuming that the dark scalar, �, is
always in equilibrium with the SM. In this limit, both
� ! NINI and H ! L↵NI produce RHNs with typi-
cal momentum ⇠ T . This is no longer the case when �

is out of equilibrium. To illustrate why this is the case,
consider the production of two dark scalars via the pro-
cess HH

⇤
! ��. These � quanta have momenta ⇠ T .

Now, imagine that one undergoes the � ! NINI decay
and the other undergoes the � ! N IN I decay, followed
by two instances of the scattering N INI ! ��. This net
process has taken two � quanta and turned them into
four � quanta, now with a characteristic energy ⇠ T/2.
This process can occur repeatedly: in the limit that in-
teractions within the hidden sector are in equilibrium
(but both � and RHNs are out of equilibrium with the
SM), this results in a rapid cooling of the hidden sector

down to a dark temperature Td ⇠ ⇢
1/4
d , where ⇢d is the

hidden-sector energy density. There are now multiple
possible equilibration time scales corresponding to the
establishment of kinetic and chemical equilibrium within
the hidden sector as well as between the hidden sector
and the SM.

We first describe in Sec. VA our treatment of the
Boltzmann equations modelling the equilibration of the
hidden sector. This allows us to derive quantitative re-
sults in Sec. VB for the evolution of the hidden-sector
abundances and temperatures. Finally, we incorporate
these results into the calculation of the lepton asymme-
try and numerically determine the implications for lep-
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• Agrees with analytic prediction
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HIDDEN-SECTOR DYNAMICS
• We start by simply characterizing the abundance & temperature of 

hidden-sector particles without determining asymmetry15

At later times, elastic scattering �H ! �H re-distributes
kinetic energy and drives the temperatures to be equal.

Similarly, the initial production of NI is dominated
by � ! NINI decays, and so the average NI energy
produced from � decays is

hENI i =
M���!NINI

2h��!NINI iT�

= T�. (40)

This gives the early-time relation

TN =
T�

3
=

2T

9
, (41)

which is independent of the flavor I and which we take
to be the initial condition for TN . Once again, the NI

population is colder than the originating � population.
This can be understood by the time dilation factor in �

decays: because the � particles that decay are predom-
inantly from the coldest part of the statistical distribu-
tion, this leads to TN < T�. Furthermore, the energy
from a single � is divided among two RHNs.

We can also obtain an analytic expression for the dark
energy density and temperature in the limit where � and
NI have established equilibrium amongst themselves but
not with the SM. In this case, ⇢d = ⇢� +

P
I
(⇢NI + ⇢

NI
)

and Td = T� = TN are related by the usual equilibrium
relations. Integrating the energy-density equation in the
limit of negligible initial hidden-sector energy gives

⇢d =
�
2

32⇡5
M0T

3
, (42)

from which we can use the Maxwell-Boltzmann relation
between energy density and temperature to express the
dark energy density in terms of Td,

Td

T
=

✓
�
2
M0

96gd⇡3T

◆1/4

=

✓
�
2
M0z

96gd⇡3Tew

◆1/4

, (43)

where gd = 5 is the number of degrees of freedom in the
hidden sector for two RHNs. We see that the temper-
ature of the hidden sector increases relative to the SM
temperature as z

1/4.
Finally, we can estimate the time at which equilibra-

tion occurs within the hidden sector. This approximately
corresponds to the conditions n�h�(�� ! N INI)vi ⇡ H

and nNI h�(N INI ! ��)vi ⇡ H, where the thermal av-
erages are computed over either T� or TN (they are any-
way the same once local equilibrium is reached in the
hidden sector). The number densities of � and NI can
be computed analytically at early times by ignoring the
back-reaction terms, and the parametric scaling of the
time of equilibration within the hidden sector is

zh.s. eq /
1

�y2
. (44)

B. Hidden-Sector Equilibration: Results

We begin by showing the evolution of the hidden sec-
tor abundances and temperatures for some benchmark
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FIG. 9: Abundances (upper plot) and temperatures
(lower plot) as functions of dimensionless time z,
expressed as ratios to the values when in equilibrium
with the SM, for � (dashed lines) and N (solid lines).
Here, we show benchmarks for which the hidden sector
comes to local equilibrium before equilibrating with the
SM. We take � = 5⇥ 10�6, M� = MN = 1 GeV, and
consider two values of y: 0.01 (blue) and 0.5 (red). Note
that when the hidden sector establishes local
equilibrium, the abundances and temperatures rapidly
approach the values predicted by the dark temperature
Eq. (43).

points. In solving the Boltzmann equations, we take
as our initial conditions Y� = YNI = 10�20 and initial
hidden-sector temperatures given by Eqs. (39) and (41).
We consider a system with two RHNs.

Evolution of Hidden-Sector Temperatures and
Abundances: First, we consider benchmarks with � ⌧

y such that the coupling within the hidden sector is much
stronger than the coupling between the hidden sector and
the SM. In Fig. 9, we show the time evolution of the
N and � abundances and temperatures, both taken as
ratios with respect to the values when fully in equilib-
rium with the SM. At early times, the N and � tem-
peratures stay fixed at the values derived in Eqs. (39)
and (41), and the abundances grow according to a näıve
integration of the number-density Boltzmann equation
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FIG. 11: Dimensionless time at which N equilibrates
with �, zh.s. eq, defined as the time at which
TN = 0.9T�. The solid curves show numerical results for
the indicated values of �, while the dashed lines show a
y

�2 power-law dependence to facilitate comparison with
analytic arguments provided in the text.
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FIG. 12: Dimensionless-time-dependence of the RHN
abundance, YN , for � = 0.5 and the indicated values of
y. The solid lines show the full solutions of the
Boltzmann equations from Sec. VA, while the dashed
lines show the solutions to the Boltzmann equations
where we have constrained TN = T� = T and Y� = Y

eq
�

.

Comparison with Previous Results: Finally, it is
instructive to compare the results taking into account
full hidden-sector equilibration with our findings from
Sec. IV, where we assumed that � was always in equilib-
rium and that N had a common temperature with the
SM. To facilitate the comparison, we consider � = 0.5 �

y, which is the same limit as Sec. IV and for which it
is valid to assume that � is in equilibrium with the SM
throughout the cosmological production of RHNs. We
solve the Boltzmann equations from Sec. VA twice: first,
we solve the full Boltzmann equations, and second we
solve them imposing the conditions that TN = T� = T

and Y� = Y
eq
�

.
The time-evolution of YN is shown for both solutions in

FIG. 13: Dimensionless RHN equilibration time, zeq,
defined such that YN (zeq) = 0.9Y eq

N
as a function of y

with � = 0.5. The solid lines show the full solutions of
the Boltzmann equations from Sec. VA, while the
dashed lines show the solutions to the Boltzmann
equations where we have constrained TN = T� = T and
Y� = Y

eq
�

. Both solutions exhibit a zeq / y
�2

dependence.

Fig. 12. It is evident that, at early times, the two meth-
ods closely agree. In this epoch, NN ! � and NN ! ��

processes are negligible and so the RHN abundance is
independent of TN . However, as the RHN abundance
grows, the inverse processes become more important, and
we see that the full Boltzmann equations generally pre-
dict a slower approach to equilibrium. One way of under-
standing this is that the typical RHN momentum is given
by TN < T , and hence the annihilation cross section is
larger than if it had the same temperature as the SM.
Because the approach to equilibrium is delayed relative

to the findings in Sec. IV, we expect that the results from
that section are overly pessimistic with respect to the
e↵ects of RHN equilibration on baryogenesis. However,
the parametric dependence of the equilibration time
continues to hold: in Fig. 13, we show the dimensionless
time at which the RHNs come into equilibrium for each
of the two methods, where for concreteness we define the
equilibration time as the time at which YN = 0.9Y eq

N
. It

is evident that both the full solution to the Boltzmann
equations and the solution with TN = T have the
same parametric dependence zeq / y

�2; the delay in
equilibration predicted by the full Boltzmann equations
is a constant across all couplings. Thus, all of our
earlier results should hold in the � � y limit, although
the actual equilibration time is somewhat delayed (and
the lepton flavor asymmetries consequently larger) by
properly considering kinetic and chemical equilibration
of the hidden sector.

Summary: We have studied the equilibration of �

and RHNs using Boltzmann equations that track both
number- and energy-changing processes. We find that,
over a significant range of parameters, the RHN equi-

dashed:         
solid: full sol’n
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HIDDEN-SECTOR ASYMMETRY

• There is now a scenario where 
the hidden sector is internally 
in equilibrium but out of 
equilibrium with the SM
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from Eq. (34) to include o↵-diagonal density-matrix el-
ements. Because the hidden-sector couplings are uni-
versal, the density matrix for Ñ is (Y

ÑI
)IJ = Y

Ñ
�IJ .

Thus, the � collision term in the quantum kinetic equa-
tion Eq. (27) is modified to:

dRN

dt
= �2h��!NINI iT

Y
eq
�

(T )Y
Ñ

Y
eq
N

(T )2
RN (48)

� sh�(�� ! NIN I)viT
Y

eq
�

(T )2Y
Ñ

Y
eq
N

(T )2
RN

+ARS terms.

A similar modification is made to the quantum kinetic
equation for R

N
.

In Eq. (48), we have assumed that the abundance
of RHNs from hidden-sector interactions, Ñ , is CP -
symmetric and the result of solving Eqs. (33)–(36). We
also assume that the rate of NIÑI annihilation is su�-
ciently small that it does not appreciably modify the tem-
perature of the scalars, T�. We do not need to include
the reverse reaction, �� ! ÑINI , since by definition
RN is separately tracking the out-of-equilibrium RHNs
produced from SM Higgs decay and not the internal dy-
namics of the hidden sector. In other words, Eq. (48)
describes the absorption of the out-of-equilibrium RHN
population RN into the hidden sector.

The absorption of RHNs responsible for leptogenesis
into the rapidly interacting hidden sector occurs on time
scales given by the inverse decay and 2 ! 2 scattering
rate into �. This leads to an exponential damping of
the population of RN when these processes occur faster
than Hubble expansion and the hidden-sector neutrinos
are in equilibrium with the SM. Asymmetry generation is
suppressed in this limit because the asymmetry depends
on phases from the coherent propagation of RHNs be-
tween the time of production and destruction, which are
encoded in the phases in RN . If the RHNs rapidly an-
nihilate into �, which subsequently scatter and decay in
various ways, the states rapidly become entangled with
the environment and the phase information is e↵ectively
lost (indeed, if �–H scattering is rapid, the � produced
from RHN annihilation can turn into SM Higgses, quarks,
etc. and not even return to an RHN state!). Because of
the flavor universality of � decays, the RHNs produced
by hidden-sector interactions cannot give rise to the spe-
cific coherent superpositions of mass eigenstates needed
to generate a net asymmetry. Thus, the process of asym-
metry generation is suppressed when the RHNs respon-
sible for leptogenesis begin to rapidly interact with other
hidden-sector RHNs.

D. Leptogenesis Results

We begin our numerical study of the full e↵ects of
hidden-sector equilibration on leptogenesis by examin-
ing the evolution of the lepton asymmetries as a func-
tion of time for scenarios with y & �. For concreteness,
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FIG. 14: Dimensionless-time evolution of (top panel)
hidden-sector abundances, (bottom panel) electron
flavor and B � L asymmetries, for M� = 1 GeV,
�M = 3⇥ 10�8 GeV, � = 5⇥ 10�6, y = 5⇥ 10�3, and
SM Higgs coupling F

(I) from Eq. (28).

we take M� = 1 GeV and use the benchmark Yukawa
coupling F

(I) from Eq. (28) and RHN mass splitting
�M = 3 ⇥ 10�8 GeV. We show the time evolution of
the hidden-sector abundances and lepton asymmetries
in Fig. 14 for the case � = 5 ⇥ 10�6, y = 5 ⇥ 10�3.
For z . 10�3, the hidden sector has not reached equi-
librium and the asymmetry is generated as usual. For
z & 0.1, the RHNs have equilibrated with the SM and
flavor asymmetry generation halts entirely. For inter-
mediate values of z, we see that the hidden sector has
reached internal equilibrium but is not in equilibrium
with the SM, which suppresses but does not entirely stop
the generation of lepton flavor asymmetries.
We can understand the intermediate suppression of

the asymmetry as follows: scattering within the hidden
sector tends to drive the RHN density matrix to be
(YN )IJ = Y

eq
N

(TN )�IJ . However, because T 6= TN we
have (YN )IJ 6= Y

eq
N

(T )�IJ , and there is still net produc-
tion of RHNs from SM Higgs decays. These two pro-
cesses reach a quasi-steady state with each RN element
having magnitude ⇠ [1� Y

Ñ
/uY

eq
N

(T )] h��!NINI i
�1.

This gives rise to a polynomial suppression of the o↵-
diagonal elements of (RN )IJ (and, consequently, the CP -
asymmetry source) in inverse powers of y. By contrast,
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�M = 3⇥ 10�8 GeV

• Suppression of asymmetry 
when this happens!
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HIDDEN-SECTOR ASYMMETRY
• To determine the lepton asymmetry, we model the HNL density 

matrix with two components:
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⇢totN = ⇢ARS
N (T ) + ⇢Ñ (TN )

• We substitute this density matrix into the usual ARS equations, 
modify the collision terms to account for the fact that         has a 
typical momentum associated with
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• We remove terms that are strictly internal to the hidden sector (i.e. 
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HIGGS DECAYS TO SCALARS

(set y to max allowed by 
leptogenesis)

dark Higgs: generic:
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M� = 15 GeV
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MN = 5 GeV
In both:
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FIG. 18: SM Higgs branching fraction to RHN pairs,
summed over two RHN flavors, with M� = 15 GeV and
v� treated as a free parameter (unrelated to RHN
masses). The coupling y is set to the largest value
consistent with freeze-in leptogenesis, while the blue
shaded region indicates where the mixing angle ✓

exceeds the level at which it is constrained by Higgs
coupling measurements and direct searches.

SM Higgs Decays to � pairs: The decay h ! ��

occurs for all m� < mh/2 with approximate branching
fraction (neglecting phase-space suppression)

BF(h ! ��) ⇡
�
2
v
2

128⇡mh�h

(53)

⇡ 3⇥ 10�8

✓
�

10�5

◆2

. (54)

This rate is independent of both y and v�. However, if
we want to test the coupling of � to RHNs, we should
also require � ! NINI decay. The rate we are therefore
interested in is the product branching fraction summing
over RHN flavors,

BF(h ! ��)BF(� ! NN)2 (55)

⇡
�
2
v
2

128⇡mh�h

 
y
2

y2 + ✓2�m
2
f
/v2

!2

, (56)

where f is the heaviest fermion flavor to which � can de-
cay, and � = 3 (1) is a color factor for decays to quarks
(charged leptons). Note that for expediency we again ne-
glect phase-space suppressions, which typically give O(1)
corrections to these branching fractions.

We first consider the case where RHN masses origi-
nate from v� = MN/y, showing our results in Fig. 19
for a benchmark point with M� = 15 GeV and MN = 5
GeV. The prospects are somewhat more favorable for this
signal than for direct h ! NN decays, as branching frac-
tions as large as 10�5 can be compatible with leptogen-
esis. This is still, however, a challenging target to reach
given the di�culties of triggering and reconstructing ex-
otic Higgs decays at the LHC [88].
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FIG. 19: SM Higgs product branching fraction
BF(h ! ��)BF(� ! NN)2, with M� = 15 GeV,
MN = 5 GeV, and v� = MN/y. The red and blue
shaded regions are the same as in Fig. 17.

We next turn to the case where RHN masses have a
separate origin and v� is a free parameter. We show
our results in Fig. 20, and we see that leptogenesis is
much less constraining of this scenario. The reason is
that the mixing between � and h can be made arbitrarily
small by taking v� ⌧ v, while the branching fraction
Eq. (55) is una↵ected. Consequently, it is possible to
take y ⌧ � and preserve the lepton asymmetry. In other
words, the Higgs-portal coupling is large, leading to a
significant h ! �� rate, and as long as ✓ is appropriately
small the � particles still predominantly decay into RHNs
even with a tiny value of y.

In the small-mixing, large-� limit, the dominant
model-independent constraints come from measurements
of the SM Higgs width [89] such that the Higgs branch-
ing fraction into � is comparable to the total SM Higgs
width. In practice, there can be stronger constraints from
searches for h ! �� but this depends on the RHN life-
time and mixing angle with particular lepton flavors and
so we do not explicitly calculate these model-dependent
constraints; a dedicated study is certainly merited. How-
ever, sensitivity to branching fractions & 10�5 is poten-
tially achievable, meaning that searches for h ! �� !

4N can likely probe parameter space motivated by lep-
togenesis.

It is worth noting that the above conclusion holds
even if we take v� ! 0 such that � is not responsible
for lepton-number breaking. In this case, there is no
mixing between � and the SM Higgs and � always
decays 100% to RHNs. It is therefore possible to get
large h ! �� ! 4N signals by taking � � y in the
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FIG. 20: SM Higgs product branching fraction
BF(h ! ��)BF(� ! NN)2, with M� = 15 GeV, and v�

treated as a free parameter (unrelated to RHN masses).
The coupling y is set to the largest value consistent
with freeze-in leptogenesis. The red region indicates
parameters that are ruled out by measurements of the
SM Higgs width, while the blue region indicates where
the mixing angle ✓ exceeds the level at which it is
constrained by Higgs coupling measurements and direct
searches.

absence of mixing.

B-meson Decays to �: For mB > m� +mK , the dom-
inant production mechanism is B ! Xs�, with an in-
clusive rate of BF(B ! Xs�) ⇡ 3.3✓2 for m� ⌧ mB

[90]. The corresponding rate for the exclusive B ! K�

process is BF(B ! K�) ⇡ 0.43✓2. Given the sensitivity
of existing LHCb searches [91], a sensitivity to branch-
ing fractions ⇠ 10�10 for high-e�ciency, low-background
searches seems feasible in the near future.

We show the B ! K�, � ! NN product branching
fraction as a function of the hidden-sector couplings in
Fig. 21 under the assumption v� = MN/y. We consider
a benchmark with M� = 2 GeV and MN = 0.5 GeV. We
see that there is a relatively wide range of testable param-
eter space, although both y and � must be very small.
An appreciable mixing results because v� � v � m�,
implying a significant hierarchy of scales in the hidden
sector.

Finally, we consider the hypothesis where v� is a free
parameter unrelated to RHN masses, and we plot the B

decay branching fractions in Fig. 22. It is evident that a
substantial parameter space is accessible to experiment
while simultaneously being consistent with the observed
baryon asymmetry. Part of the reason for this is that

FIG. 21: B-meson product branching fraction
BF(B ! K�)BF(� ! NN), with M� = 2 GeV,
MN = 0.5 GeV, and v� = MN/y. The red and blue
shaded regions are the same as in Fig. 17.

the heaviest available SM fermions into which � can
decay are strange quarks and muons, both of which have
tiny masses. This means that a substantial branching
fraction of � ! NN occurs even with large ✓ and small
y to maintain the viability of leptogenesis. Furthermore,
the large number of B mesons expected at LHCb and
B-factories allow even tiny branching fractions to be
proved in the near future.

Summary: The consistency of observable phenomeno-
logical signatures with leptogenesis depends strongly on
the particular model and search mode. We find in general
that it is very challenging to accommodate a large h !

NN decay rate while simultaneously satisfying SM Higgs
coupling observations and the observed baryon asymme-
try through freeze-in leptogenesis. Similarly, there is only
a narrow part of parameter space that can be tested at
the LHC in h ! ��, � ! NN decays provided � is re-
sponsible for the generation of RHN masses. By contrast,
if RHN masses are unrelated to the � VEV, large signals
can be accommodated in h ! ��, � ! NN , and see-
ing such a signal would strongly point towards a hidden
sector with � � y for consistency with leptogenesis. If a
large width were observed for �, this would disfavor lep-
togenesis mediated by the RHNs. Finally, we find that
observable signals in B ! K�, � ! NN are readily con-
sistent with leptogenesis, although this channel is only
relevant for � masses below the B mass.

There are various ways to more carefully compare
hidden-sector phenomenology with freeze-in leptogene-
sis. For example, we have neglected direct � production
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B DECAYS TO SCALAR

(set y to max allowed by 
leptogenesis)

dark Higgs: generic:

In both:
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B ! K�,� ! NN
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FIG. 20: SM Higgs product branching fraction
BF(h ! ��)BF(� ! NN)2, with M� = 15 GeV, and v�

treated as a free parameter (unrelated to RHN masses).
The coupling y is set to the largest value consistent
with freeze-in leptogenesis. The red region indicates
parameters that are ruled out by measurements of the
SM Higgs width, while the blue region indicates where
the mixing angle ✓ exceeds the level at which it is
constrained by Higgs coupling measurements and direct
searches.

absence of mixing.

B-meson Decays to �: For mB > m� +mK , the dom-
inant production mechanism is B ! Xs�, with an in-
clusive rate of BF(B ! Xs�) ⇡ 3.3✓2 for m� ⌧ mB

[90]. The corresponding rate for the exclusive B ! K�

process is BF(B ! K�) ⇡ 0.43✓2. Given the sensitivity
of existing LHCb searches [91], a sensitivity to branch-
ing fractions ⇠ 10�10 for high-e�ciency, low-background
searches seems feasible in the near future.

We show the B ! K�, � ! NN product branching
fraction as a function of the hidden-sector couplings in
Fig. 21 under the assumption v� = MN/y. We consider
a benchmark with M� = 2 GeV and MN = 0.5 GeV. We
see that there is a relatively wide range of testable param-
eter space, although both y and � must be very small.
An appreciable mixing results because v� � v � m�,
implying a significant hierarchy of scales in the hidden
sector.

Finally, we consider the hypothesis where v� is a free
parameter unrelated to RHN masses, and we plot the B

decay branching fractions in Fig. 22. It is evident that a
substantial parameter space is accessible to experiment
while simultaneously being consistent with the observed
baryon asymmetry. Part of the reason for this is that
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FIG. 21: B-meson product branching fraction
BF(B ! K�)BF(� ! NN), with M� = 2 GeV,
MN = 0.5 GeV, and v� = MN/y. The red and blue
shaded regions are the same as in Fig. 17.

the heaviest available SM fermions into which � can
decay are strange quarks and muons, both of which have
tiny masses. This means that a substantial branching
fraction of � ! NN occurs even with large ✓ and small
y to maintain the viability of leptogenesis. Furthermore,
the large number of B mesons expected at LHCb and
B-factories allow even tiny branching fractions to be
proved in the near future.

Summary: The consistency of observable phenomeno-
logical signatures with leptogenesis depends strongly on
the particular model and search mode. We find in general
that it is very challenging to accommodate a large h !

NN decay rate while simultaneously satisfying SM Higgs
coupling observations and the observed baryon asymme-
try through freeze-in leptogenesis. Similarly, there is only
a narrow part of parameter space that can be tested at
the LHC in h ! ��, � ! NN decays provided � is re-
sponsible for the generation of RHN masses. By contrast,
if RHN masses are unrelated to the � VEV, large signals
can be accommodated in h ! ��, � ! NN , and see-
ing such a signal would strongly point towards a hidden
sector with � � y for consistency with leptogenesis. If a
large width were observed for �, this would disfavor lep-
togenesis mediated by the RHNs. Finally, we find that
observable signals in B ! K�, � ! NN are readily con-
sistent with leptogenesis, although this channel is only
relevant for � masses below the B mass.

There are various ways to more carefully compare
hidden-sector phenomenology with freeze-in leptogene-
sis. For example, we have neglected direct � production
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M� = 2 GeV
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MN = 0.5 GeV
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FIG. 22: B-meson product branching fraction
BF(B ! K�)BF(� ! NN), with M� = 2 GeV,
MN = 0.5 GeV, and v� treated as a free parameter
(unrelated to RHN masses). The red and blue shaded
regions are the same as in Fig. 20.

modes such as pp ! � in gluon fusion, which could be an
order of magnitude larger than SM-Higgs-mediated pro-
duction modes for light M�. Furthermore, the overlap
of phenomenologically accessible parameter spaces with
those of successful leptogenesis could be more precisely
determined with dedicated analyses of the signals and
backgrounds for each production mode, decay mode, and
lifetime. Nevertheless, our analysis provides a clear in-
dication of which signals could falsify leptogenesis and
which signals are largely consistent with the observed
asymmetry; we leave a dedicated study to future work.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

We have performed a comprehensive study of the im-
plications for freeze-in leptogenesis of hidden-sector inter-
actions involving right-handed neutrinos. In particular,
we have analytically derived the suppression of the lep-
ton asymmetry due to early equilibration of RHNs from
hidden-sector interactions. We have also conducted a nu-
merical study for a particular model including two RHNs
and a dark scalar, �. The resulting baryon asymmetry
is significantly suppressed provided the RHNs come into
equilibrium prior to the RHN oscillation time, and we
have derived a bound from freeze-in leptogenesis on the
hidden-sector couplings that is robust for di↵erent cou-
pling hierarchies and equilibration timescales.

We further considered the phenomenological implica-
tions of our leptogenesis results, studying possible sig-

natures of the �-RHN interaction at high- and low-
energy colliders and mapping the couplings consistent
with freeze-in leptogenesis into � and RHN production
rates. We have found that an observation of the decay
h ! NN would likely conflict with the requirement of
obtaining the observed asymmetry through freeze-in lep-
togenesis, while other exotic Higgs and B-meson decays
are consistent with freeze-in leptogenesis. Our work in-
forms the compatibility of freeze-in leptogenesis with dif-
ferent experimental searches of interest.
Given the concordance of our numerical findings with

the analytic results derived for the general case in Sec. II,
we expect that our results directly extend to related
models such as a Z

0 coupled to the U(1)B�L current
and, hence, coupled to the RHNs as well as dictated
by anomaly cancellation. Such a model also requires a
dark Higgs in order to generate Majorana masses for the
RHNs, and if anything the constraints on the couplings
should be even more strict compared to the simple model
we have studied.
Finally, we remark that in recent years there have

been additional refinements to the quantum kinetic equa-
tions for leptogenesis to account for changes in rates in
the broken electroweak phase and the gradual process
of sphaleron decoupling, among other improvements (see
e.g., Ref. [47]). These works have also highlighted the
possible role of freeze-out leptogenesis in low-scale RHN
models [47, 57, 62, 64]. We have briefly touched on this
point in Appendix E, and generally expect our results to
qualitatively hold even with these improvements to the
calculation of the lepton asymmetry; however, a more
comprehensive study is warranted to determine the pre-
cise implications for the interplay between the hidden-
sector phenomenology and viable leptogenesis.
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Appendix A: Parametrization of Right-Handed
Neutrino Couplings

We assume that there are two RHNs, which results in
the lightest SM neutrino being massless. The couplings
between the RHNs, SM neutrinos, and SM Higgs can be
parametrized following Casas and Ibarra [58],

F =

p
2i

v
U⌫

p
m⌫R

p
MN , (A1)

where m⌫ (MN ) is a 3⇥3 diagonal matrix of SM neutrino
masses (2⇥ 2 diagonal matrix of RHN masses), and v =
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246 GeV is the SM Higgs VEV. U⌫ is the PMNS matrix [92, 93] with Majorana phase ⌘ and Dirac phase �,
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where c13 = cos ✓13, etc. R is an orthogonal RHN mixing
matrix with complex angle ! given by

R =

0

@
0 0

cos! sin!

� sin! cos!

1

A . (A3)

When the imaginary part of ! is large, then cos! ⇠

cosh! and sin! ⇠ i sinh!, and we see that the Yukawa
couplings grow exponentially even though their contribu-
tions to the SM neutrino masses are fixed due to cancel-
lations among various terms. This can be the result of
approximate lepton number symmetries that also make
the RHN masses degenerate [48].

Appendix B: Quantum Kinetic Equations for
Leptogenesis

1. Standard ARS Terms

There have been extensive studies and refinements of
the quantum kinetic equations for the evolution of the
RHN density matrices and lepton flavor asymmetries in
ARS leptogenesis (e.g., [3, 45, 46, 56, 61, 64]). For the
standard ARS terms, we use the form and notation of

the quantum kinetic equations and rates from Ref. [56].
The equations determine the time evolution of the RHN
density matrices, expressed as the dimensionless ratio
RN = nN/n

eq
N
, and of the lepton flavor asymmetries

in the anomaly-free quantities B/3 � L↵, which are ex-
pressed in terms of the corresponding chemical poten-
tial divided by the temperature, µ�↵ for flavor ↵. The
washout terms depend not on the B/3 � L↵ charge but
on the actual asymmetry in lepton doublets, µ↵. The
two quantities are related by the susceptibility matrix,
�:

µ↵ = 2
X

�

�↵�µ�� , (B1)

� = �
1

711
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257 20 20
20 257 20
20 20 257

1

A . (B2)

Note the relative minus sign in �, which encodes the fact
that there is a relative minus sign between the L↵ and
B/3 � L↵ charges. This makes the washout terms for
µ�↵ have a positive coe�cient when expressed in terms
of µ↵.
The ARS quantum kinetic equations can be expressed

in terms of the dimensionless time, z = Tew/T , giving
[56]

dRN

dz
= i [RN ,WN ] + 3iz2 [RN , r]� C(0) {RN ,WN}+ 2C(0)

WN + C(w.o.1)
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1
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where
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are scattering and oscillation parameters for the ARS
Yukawa couplings14. The R

N
evolution equation is the

14
Note that, through the rest of the paper, we have used Maxwell-

same as for RN , but with F ! F
⇤ and µ ! �µ.

The relationship between the dimensionless chemical

Boltzmann statistics but the collision terms in this set of

quantum kinetic equations have been derived assuming ultra-

relativistic Fermi-Dirac RHNs. Since the di↵erential equation

is expressed in terms of RN , the only e↵ect of this is a ⇠ 10%

shift in scattering and oscillation rates relative to the Maxwell-

Boltzmann predictions, which has a negligible e↵ect on our con-

clusions. Therefore, for simplicity we use the form of the rates

as presented in Ref. [56] without attempting to correct them.
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the RHN distributions to equilibrium. There is, how-
ever, also a contribution to the asymmetry during the
process of freeze out or, in other words, the departure of
the RHN distribution from equilibrium at low tempera-
tures. Freeze out is less sensitive to other interactions
than freeze in: indeed, in conventional thermal leptogen-
esis, an asymmetry is generated by the decays of RHNs
for T ⇠ MN even if the RHNs start out with a thermal
abundance.

For GeV-scale RHNs, the decays of non-relativistic
RHNs do not contribute to the baryon asymmetry be-
cause they occur after the electroweak phase transition.
However, the equilibrium RHN abundance still changes
due to finite-mass e↵ects even when highly relativistic,
with

dY
eq
N

dz
⇡ �

45

4⇡4g⇤S

✓
MN

Tew

◆2

z (E1)

for Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics and taking T � MN .
Even if the RHNs are kept “in equilibrium” by some in-
teraction, there is a small deviation from equilibrium that
results from the non-zero value of dY

eq
N

/dz. The im-
portance of freeze-out leptogenesis for GeV-scale RHNs
has been emphasized and comprehensively studied in sev-
eral recent works, which established a continuity between
what had until recently been considered distinct regimes
of resonant freeze-out leptogenesis and ARS freeze-in lep-
togenesis [47, 57, 61–65, 95].

We consider the same scenario as in the rest of the
paper with the RHNs coupling to a dark scalar, �. For
the purpose of the current argument, we assume that �

is in equilibrium with the SM although our results can be
extended to the more complicated case using the methods
of Sec. V. Assuming that the RHNs are predominantly
produced through the interactions with �, the leading
term in the Boltzmann equation for N is

dYN

dz
= �

2h��!NN iY
eq
�

zH(Y eq
N

)2
⇥
Y

2
N
� (Y eq

N
)2
⇤
. (E2)

When the RHNs are close to equilibrium, this becomes

dYN

dz
⇡ �

4h��!NN iY
eq
�

zHY
eq
N

(YN � Y
eq
N

) . (E3)

In this limit, dYN/dz ⇡ dY
eq
N

/dz, and we get that the
deviation of the RHN abundance from equilibrium is

YN � Y
eq
N

⇡
45HY

eq
N

z
2

16⇡4g⇤Sh��!NN iY
eq
�

✓
MN

Tew

◆2

. (E4)

Because h��!NN i / y
2, we see that the deviation from

equilibrium scales like y
�2: the stronger the hidden-sector

forces, the closer the RHN abundance is to equilibrium.
What are the implications for leptogenesis? Since the

CP -violating source is proportional to YN �Y
eq
N

[50], this
means that a stronger coupling within the hidden sector
will quadratically suppress the lepton flavor asymmetries
produced from freeze-out leptogenesis. In the absence of

the coupling to �, the RHNs are kept in equilibrium by
the much smaller coupling F to the SM Higgs, and so
the expected asymmetry suppression is ⇠ F

2
/y

2. Given
that typical values of F are in the vicinity of 10�7, then
the lepton asymmetry from freeze-out leptogenesis is sup-
pressed by many orders of magnitude even for quite small
hidden-sector couplings.
There is another source of suppression: the lepton

asymmetry source term depends on the o↵-diagonal com-
ponents of the RHN density matrix, which are expo-
nentially damped by scattering with �. Much like in
Sec. VD, the net production of o↵-diagonal components
of the RHN density matrix from SM Higgs decays and
scattering o↵sets the destruction from scattering into �,
leading to a quasi-steady-state where the o↵-diagonal
components of RN are further suppressed by powers of
the coupling y. The combination of these two e↵ects leads
to a severe suppression of the asymmetry when RHN in-
teractions with � are in equilibrium at a low scale, even
though the asymmetry source is di↵erent from what we
considered in freeze-in leptogenesis.
To quantify these e↵ects, we perform a numerical study

for some benchmark points for which freeze-out leptoge-
nesis gives rise to a viable baryon asymmetry in the min-
imal model. By turning on the coupling y to the scalar
�, we determine the suppression of the asymmetry as a
function of y. The asymmetry arising from freeze-out lep-
togenesis can be isolated by assuming an initial condition
of (RN )IJ = �IJ , which eliminates any freeze-in contri-
bution. This is also a reasonable initial condition in the
case that the RHNs equilibrate with a hidden sector at
some temperature T � Tew. In Ref. [47], it was found
that the observed baryon asymmetry can be achieved in
the ⌫MSM for MN & 10 GeV with two RHNs, while in
Ref. [57] it was found that the freeze-out contribution
could account for the observed baryon asymmetry for
RHN masses as low as 3 GeV. The departure from equi-
librium in Eq. (E4) is more pronounced at larger RHN
masses, leading to a viable baryon asymmetry at larger
RHN masses. As with resonant leptogenesis, the asym-
metry is maximized for small mass splittings �M such
that the oscillation time is comparable to the Hubble
time at the electroweak phase transition.
To take into account the processes contributing to

freeze-out leptogenesis, we need to include lepton-
number-violating (LNV) collisions in our quantum ki-
netic equations; we use the LNV rates from Ref. [56]. Ad-
ditionally, the quantum kinetic equations Eq. (27) were
derived assuming that Y

eq
N

is a constant, but we must
take into account the fact that dY

eq
N

/dt 6= 0 to obtain the
departure from equilibrium that drives freeze-out lepto-
genesis. This can be readily accommodated by replacing

dRN

dt
!

dRN

dt
+

RN

Y
eq
N

dY
eq
N

dt
(E5)

on the left-hand side of the quantum kinetic equations.
We have checked that, with an initial condition (RN )IJ =
�IJ , we obtain a non-zero baryon asymmetry from freeze
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FIG. 24: Baryon asymmetry from freeze-out
leptogenesis as a function of y with initial condition
(RN )IJ(0) = �IJ . We fix � = 0.1, M� = 10 GeV, and
�MN = 2⇥ 10�11 GeV, and the Yukawa coupling F

(I)

from Eq. (28).

out if we make the modifications described here, but get
zero baryon asymmetry if we use the original form of the
quantum kinetic equations from Eq. (27).

We fix the Yukawa coupling texture to approximately
that of F

(I) in Eq. (28), although the overall scale of
the Yukawa couplings is determined as a function of MN

according to the Casas-Ibarra parametrization. Further-
more, we take Im! ⇡ 0.7, which optimizes the asymme-
try for large MN . Fixing � = 0.1, M� = 10 GeV, and
�M = 2 ⇥ 10�11 GeV (which is close to the optimal
value), we compute the freeze-out baryon asymmetry as
a function of y for two choices of RHN mass: MN = 10
GeV and MN = 40 GeV. We show our results in Fig. 24.
It is evident that for tiny values of y we obtain a viable
baryon asymmetry through the freeze-out mechanism for
both masses. However, for y & 10�6 there is a sharp fall
o↵ in the asymmetry, with an approximate y

�5.8 power-
law dependence due to a combination of suppressed de-
viation from equilibrium and damping of the o↵-diagonal

elements of the RHN density matrix. This is less severe
than the asymmetry suppression of freeze-in leptogenesis
but not by much, and is still of su�cient magnitude as
to render baryogenesis non-viable for y & 10�5 depend-
ing on the precise value of MN . Unlike for freeze-in, the
asymmetry cannot be substantially enhanced by varying
�M .
The e↵ects of the hidden sector can be substantially

mitigated if M� � Tew. For freeze in, any interactions
that bring the RHNs into equilibrium over the entire cos-
mic history prior to asymmetry generation greatly sup-
presses the asymmetry, and thus M� must be very heavy
to give a viable lepton asymmetry (as seen in Fig. 6). In
freeze-out leptogenesis, however, the bulk of the asym-
metry is generated close to Tew, and as long as the in-
teractions are out of equilibrium at this time the asym-
metry is not suppressed. This is seen in Eq. (E4) from
the fact that the deviation from equilibrium of the RHN
abundance is inversely proportional to Y

eq
�

⇠ e
�M�/T

for T ⌧ M�, and hence we can get a large departure
from equilibrium by taking Tew ⌧ M�. In quantita-
tive terms, we find that if M� is larger than about 10
TeV, freeze-out baryogenesis can occur for essentially any
perturbative value of y, while having viable baryogene-
sis with y ⇠ 10�5 requires M� & 3 TeV. As a result,
making � heavy provides a more substantial loophole for
avoiding asymmetry suppression in freeze-out baryogene-
sis, although if this is the case � is likely not to be within
kinematic reach of existing or near-future experiments.
Finally, we remark that our study of freeze-out lepto-

genesis suggests that the constraints from leptogenesis on
the hidden-sector couplings are comparable to those from
our study of freeze-in leptogenesis. However, we have not
performed a comprehensive study, in part because the
asymmetry in freeze-out leptogenesis is dominantly pro-
duced during the electroweak crossover and consequently
details of rates and sphaleron decoupling in the broken
phase become important [47]. We do not expect those
refinements to dramatically change the range of allowed
couplings, but the question merits a dedicated study that
is beyond the scope of the current work and its focus on
freeze-in leptogenesis.
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M� = 10 GeV
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togenesis in Secs. VC and VD, respectively.

A. Hidden-Sector Equilibration: Formalism &
Boltzmann Equations

In principle, when � and N are far from equilibrium we
need to solve the full momentum-dependent Boltzmann
equations for the distribution functions f� and fN . This
requires solving a very large system of coupled di↵erential
equations with one equation for each momentum mode,
and the quantum kinetic equations for leptogenesis sim-
ilarly need to be solved for a large number of momenta.

We pursue a computationally simpler approach that
allows for the treatment of both chemical and kinetic
equilibrium. We take the following ansätze for the sta-
tistical distribution functions:

fN (E, t) =
nN (t)

n
eq
N
[TN (t)]

e
�E/TN (t)

, (31)

f�(E, t) =
n�(t)

n
eq
�
[T�(t)]

e
�E/T�(t), (32)

where we have characterized the � (N) field by some

characteristic temperature T� (TN ). To determine the
time evolution of the hidden sector distributions, we need
four Boltzmann equations to solve for all of nN (t), n�(t),
TN (t), and T�(t). This approach does not capture the
possible deviation of the hidden-sector distribution func-
tions from the Maxwell-Boltzmann form, but does allow
us to model leading-order e↵ects of the di↵erent typi-
cal momenta of � and N . We neglect any back-reaction
on the SM temperature, T , as a result of hidden-sector
equilibration due to the much larger number of degrees
of freedom in the SM.

The evolution of the � number density originates from
production and annihilation with the SM Higgs field, as
well as (inverse) decays and scattering with RHNs. The
RHN number density is, to leading order, only a↵ected
by its interactions with �. The Boltzmann equations for
the number densities are derived in the usual fashion by
doing an average over the momentum-dependent Boltz-
mann equations [75], although care must be taken in de-
termining the temperatures used in the thermal average.
The resulting Boltzmann equations are:

ṅ� + 3Hn� = �2
⇥
h�(�� ! HH

⇤)viT� n�(t)
2 � h�(�� ! HH

⇤)viT n
eq
�
(T )2

⇤
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ṅNI + 3HnNI = 2
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h��!NINI iT�n�(t)� h��!NINI iTN n
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✓
nNI (t)
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where h· · · iTX denotes a thermal average over temper-
ature TX . Note that all thermally averaged quantities
with identical initial or final particles include appropri-
ate symmetry factors. The factors of two in the first and
third lines of the n� equation result from two � parti-
cles being produced or destroyed in each collision, while
the factor of two in the second line results from summing
over decays to both NI and N I . The factor of two in the
first line of the nNI equation similarly results from the
production or destruction of two NI in each � decay or
inverse decay, and there is no sum over RHN flavors in
the NI equation because we assume the couplings yIJ are
flavor-diagonal (and, in fact, universal). The Boltzmann
equation for n

NI
is the same as for nNI because of an

assumed lack of CP -violation in the hidden sector; how-
ever, we keep them separate here because their quantum
kinetic equations for leptogenesis are ultimately di↵erent.

To determine the evolution of the temperatures TN

and T�, we determine di↵erential equations for the evo-
lution of the energy density ⇢� (⇢N ) by first multiply-
ing the momentum-dependent Boltzmann equation by
E� (EN ) and then integrating over momentum. When
there are identical particles in the initial or final state,
we appropriately symmetrize each integral so that the
energy-weighted collision term tracks the net inflow or
outflow of energy for the species under consideration (for
more details, Appendix B 3). We then use the ansatz
Eq. (31) to relate ⇢� to n� and T� (and similarly for
⇢N ), which allows us to determine the time evolution of
the temperature. Unlike for the number-density Boltz-
mann equations, we also need to take into account elastic
scattering processes that change the momentum of the
various species involved in the collision. Due to the com-
plexity of the collision terms, we assume that � and N
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are always relativistic: as we will see in Sec. VB, T� and
TN do not di↵er from T by more than about an order of
magnitude at any point in time, and as we found earlier
the asymmetry is largest for M� . 100 GeV, in which

case � is always highly relativistic even when taking into
account cooling within the hidden sector.
Assuming � and N are relativistic, the energy-weighted

Boltzmann equations are:

⇢̇� + 4H⇢� = �
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where h�vEiTX are energy-weighted thermally averaged
cross sections. The collision terms for ⇢N are half the
magnitude of those for ⇢�: in all cases, this is due to the
fact that � can decay into and scatter o↵ of both NI and
N I , but ⇢N only counts the energy density in the particle
NI and not N I (of course, in the absence of CP -violation,
⇢NI = ⇢

NI
). Similarly, in the second line we have

summed over both �H ! �H and �H
⇤
! �H

⇤ elastic
scattering, although the energy-weighted cross section in
Eq. (36) is calculated with respect to only of these Higgs
states12. Note that there is no thermal average for the
� decay width in the energy-weighted Boltzmann equa-
tion because the energy-weighting factor of E� in the
numerator of the thermal average integral cancels the
denominator of the time dilation factor, M�/E�, and as
a result the energy-weighted thermal average is indepen-
dent of temperature. The precise definitions of all terms
and rates in the Boltzmann equations, as well as the di-
mensionless versions of the Boltzmann equations that we
use for our numerical studies, are presented in Appendix
B 3.

Finally, we must modify our expression for the
thermally-corrected � mass to account for the fact that
in the � ⌧ y limit the dominant contribution to the �

12
In evaluating the SM Higgs number density, nH , we assume that

nH and nH⇤ separately count the number of Higgs and anti-

Higgs states, respectively. Thus, gH = gH⇤ = 2 because of the

SU(2) multiplicity.

mass can potentially come from RHNs. We computed
this contribution following the method of Ref. [76] using
our ansatz Eq. (31), and the finite-temperature mass M�

with this correction is

M
2
�
(T, TN ) = M

2
�
+

�

6
T

2 +
X

I

y
2
I

12
T

2
N

nNI (t)

n
eq
N
(TN )

, (37)

where we have already summed over contributions from
both NI and N I states. For flavor-universal couplings,
this sum just gives a factor of the multiplicity of RHNs.
We can gain some analytic understanding of the early

stages of hidden-sector equilibration from Eqs. (33)–
(36). At the earliest times, the dominant production
of hidden-sector particles proceeds through HH

⇤
! ��

and � ! NINI . The average � energy produced from
SM Higgs scattering is the energy transfer rate divided
by the particle production rate,

hE�i =
h�(�� ! HH

⇤)vE�iT

2h�(�� ! HH⇤)viT
= 2T. (38)

Using the relativistic Maxwell-Boltzmann relation
hE�i = 3T�, this gives an early-time relation

T� =
2T

3
, (39)

which we take to be the initial condition for T�. The
reason why � is initially colder than the SM Higgs is be-
cause of the 1/s dependence of the scattering cross sec-
tion, which tends to deplete the lowest-energy H states.
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In the relativistic limit, the rates in the above equation
are given by

h�(�� ! HH
⇤)vE�iT =

�
2

32⇡T
, (B25)
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�
2
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y
4

256⇡T
. (B28)

The corresponding energy-weighted Boltzmann equa-
tion for N has a similar form:
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4. Quantum Kinetic Equations Including
Hidden-Sector Equilibration

When interfacing the above Boltzmann equations with
the quantum kinetic equations for leptogenesis, we have
to deal with the fact that (prior to full equilibration)
there exists a population of RHNs produced through
hidden-sector interactions at temperature TN , and an-

other population produced from SM Higgs decay and
scattering at temperature T . We denote the former
abundance by Y

Ñ
and the latter abundance by YN =

Y
eq
N

(T )RN , and we denote the geometric mean temper-
ature by T ⌘

p
TTN . Because CP is conserved in the

hidden sector, we can assume that the RHN and anti-
RHN abundances are the same in the Ñ sector. The ARS
quantum kinetic equations for RN and µ�↵ become

dRN
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As before, the R
N

evolution equation is the same as
for RN , but with F ! F

⇤ and µ ! �µ. Because
we are assuming that the hidden sector is dominantly
heated through � and not directly through SM Higgs
interactions with N , the influence of the couplings F be-
tween the SM Higgs and the RHNs is negligible in de-
termining the evolution of the hidden sector abundances
and temperature. We can then plug in the solutions to
the hidden-sector Boltzmann equations into Eqs. (B30)–
(B31) to determine the impact on leptogenesis.

Appendix C: Momentum Averaging and Neutrino
Oscillations

A significant approximation underlying our quantum
kinetic equations is the use of momentum averaging. In
other words, we have assumed that the density matrix
is YN (k, t)IJ = (RN )IJY

eq
N

(T )fN (k, T ), where fN is the
Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution if using classical statis-
tics or the Fermi-Dirac distribution if using quantum
statistics, and in either case encapsulates the full de-
pendence on k. We can then integrate over k to obtain
a set of momentum-averaged di↵erential equations. In
practice, this amounts to using

R
dt hE2 � E1iT as the
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of low-mass Goldstone bosons, which would presumably
further accelerate the RHN equilibration process.

Unless � is highly decoupled from the SM, we might
expect that thermal contributions to the � potential will
lead to a restoration of lepton number symmetry at high
temperatures. If this is the case, then RHNs will not have
tree-level masses prior to the lepton-number-breaking
phase transition, and consequently oscillations induced
by the tree-level masses only occur after the phase tran-
sition. If the RHN equilibration time zeq occurs after the
phase transition, this is largely irrelevant because the os-
cillation phase goes like z

3 and is dominated by the latest
times immediately prior to equilibration. If equilibra-
tion happens before the phase transition, however, then
our parametric estimates assuming that RHNs have their
zero-temperature masses are incorrect.

If the RHNs have vanishing tree-level masses, their
Hamiltonians are dominated by finite-temperature ef-
fects. In particular, the RHNs acquire an e↵ective po-
tential through interactions with the SM Higgs as well
as with �. The former cannot lead to the generation
of an asymmetry since the e↵ective potential is aligned
with the interaction basis, and consequently there is no
interference of propagating energy eigenstates. The in-
teractions with �, however, are presumably aligned with
the RHN zero-temperature mass basis and the resulting
finite-temperature potential can lead to oscillations. Fol-
lowing the methods of Ref. [76], and assuming for con-
creteness that � is in equilibrium but NI are not, we have
computed the e↵ective potential for NI , finding

V
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I
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(D1)
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e↵
I

and where we have disregarded a yI -
independent momentum term. Defining �y
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we can now write the oscillation phase as
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For Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics, hT/ki = 1/2, and
hence thermally averaging the phase gives
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dt hE2 � E1i
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48Tew
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Assuming z2 � z1, the dimensionless oscillation time for
which this phase equals unity is now

zosc =
48Tew

�y2M0
. (D4)

Following the perturbative calculations of Sec. II C and
Refs. [3, 59, 64], the asymmetry is proportional to a factor
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0
dz2
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0
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z2 � z1

zosc

�
, (D5)

which accounts for integrating over the collision terms
dressed by the oscillation phase. As in Sec. II C, we as-
sume that the RHNs come into equilibrium at a time

zeq =
Tew

aNy2M0
, (D6)

where y is the coupling bringing the RHNs into equilib-
rium and aN is a dimensionless prefactor. If zeq < zosc,
then equilibration occurs before oscillations begin and
the asymmetry is suppressed. We can estimate the asym-
metry suppression by cutting the integrals o↵ at zeq and
assuming a small oscillation phase,
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If we compare to Eq. (17), it seems at face value that
the situation has improved: the asymmetry suppression
“only” scales inversely with the sixth power of the cou-
pling compared to the tenth power with a tree-level mass
splitting! The asymmetry also appears to be less sup-
pressed by inverse powers of M0.
However, we now see that the optimal asymmetry is es-

sentially unchanged from before. The largest asymmetry
occurs if zosc ⇡ zeq. For a given value of y, this allows
us to solve for the squared di↵erence in couplings �y

2

in terms of other parameters. The resulting optimized
asymmetry factor is

A(zeq)
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T
2
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. (D9)

Comparing with our earlier perturbative result, Eq. (19),
we find the same optimized asymmetry as before (up to
a pre-factor that di↵ers by 10%). In particular, the y

�4

suppression of the asymmetry is the same even if the
di↵erence in RHN energies originates from thermal e↵ects
rather than tree-level masses.
The physical reason for this result is that the largest

possible value of the sine of the oscillation phase is 1,
whereas the integration of the collision terms that de-
termines the magnitude of the asymmetry is determined
by the Hubble expansion rate at the equilibration time.
In other words, the parameters of any theory can always
be adjusted to give the optimal oscillation phase, but
the magnitudes of the integrals over the production and
annihilation times of z are restricted by H(zeq), giving
rise to the particular relations for the optimal asymmetry
found above. This strongly suggests that the results we
derived assuming non-zero tree-level masses of the RHNs
should carry over to arbitrary finite-temperature mass
corrections.

Appendix E: Freeze-out Leptogenesis

Throughout the manuscript so far, we have focused on
freeze-in leptogenesis, which occurs on the approach of
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of low-mass Goldstone bosons, which would presumably
further accelerate the RHN equilibration process.

Unless � is highly decoupled from the SM, we might
expect that thermal contributions to the � potential will
lead to a restoration of lepton number symmetry at high
temperatures. If this is the case, then RHNs will not have
tree-level masses prior to the lepton-number-breaking
phase transition, and consequently oscillations induced
by the tree-level masses only occur after the phase tran-
sition. If the RHN equilibration time zeq occurs after the
phase transition, this is largely irrelevant because the os-
cillation phase goes like z

3 and is dominated by the latest
times immediately prior to equilibration. If equilibra-
tion happens before the phase transition, however, then
our parametric estimates assuming that RHNs have their
zero-temperature masses are incorrect.

If the RHNs have vanishing tree-level masses, their
Hamiltonians are dominated by finite-temperature ef-
fects. In particular, the RHNs acquire an e↵ective po-
tential through interactions with the SM Higgs as well
as with �. The former cannot lead to the generation
of an asymmetry since the e↵ective potential is aligned
with the interaction basis, and consequently there is no
interference of propagating energy eigenstates. The in-
teractions with �, however, are presumably aligned with
the RHN zero-temperature mass basis and the resulting
finite-temperature potential can lead to oscillations. Fol-
lowing the methods of Ref. [76], and assuming for con-
creteness that � is in equilibrium but NI are not, we have
computed the e↵ective potential for NI , finding
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For Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics, hT/ki = 1/2, and
hence thermally averaging the phase gives
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Following the perturbative calculations of Sec. II C and
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which accounts for integrating over the collision terms
dressed by the oscillation phase. As in Sec. II C, we as-
sume that the RHNs come into equilibrium at a time
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where y is the coupling bringing the RHNs into equilib-
rium and aN is a dimensionless prefactor. If zeq < zosc,
then equilibration occurs before oscillations begin and
the asymmetry is suppressed. We can estimate the asym-
metry suppression by cutting the integrals o↵ at zeq and
assuming a small oscillation phase,

A(zeq) =
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If we compare to Eq. (17), it seems at face value that
the situation has improved: the asymmetry suppression
“only” scales inversely with the sixth power of the cou-
pling compared to the tenth power with a tree-level mass
splitting! The asymmetry also appears to be less sup-
pressed by inverse powers of M0.
However, we now see that the optimal asymmetry is es-

sentially unchanged from before. The largest asymmetry
occurs if zosc ⇡ zeq. For a given value of y, this allows
us to solve for the squared di↵erence in couplings �y

2

in terms of other parameters. The resulting optimized
asymmetry factor is

A(zeq)
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Comparing with our earlier perturbative result, Eq. (19),
we find the same optimized asymmetry as before (up to
a pre-factor that di↵ers by 10%). In particular, the y

�4

suppression of the asymmetry is the same even if the
di↵erence in RHN energies originates from thermal e↵ects
rather than tree-level masses.
The physical reason for this result is that the largest

possible value of the sine of the oscillation phase is 1,
whereas the integration of the collision terms that de-
termines the magnitude of the asymmetry is determined
by the Hubble expansion rate at the equilibration time.
In other words, the parameters of any theory can always
be adjusted to give the optimal oscillation phase, but
the magnitudes of the integrals over the production and
annihilation times of z are restricted by H(zeq), giving
rise to the particular relations for the optimal asymmetry
found above. This strongly suggests that the results we
derived assuming non-zero tree-level masses of the RHNs
should carry over to arbitrary finite-temperature mass
corrections.

Appendix E: Freeze-out Leptogenesis

Throughout the manuscript so far, we have focused on
freeze-in leptogenesis, which occurs on the approach of

• If HNL masses originate from spontaneous symmetry breaking, 
then they could be 0 at tree level in the early universe

• Dominant contribution now comes from thermal contribution to 
HNL energy differences due to hidden-sector couplings
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• Our QKEs average over momentum; however, in practice each 
momentum as its own oscillation time
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oscillation phase.
We now assess the validity of this approximation for

our study of the suppression of asymmetry from RHN
equilibration. One concern is that our perturbative
treatment in Sec. II uses the same momentum-averaging
procedure as the quantum kinetic equations and conse-
quently there is a single oscillation time, zosc, for the
entire population of RHNs. In reality, however, there
is a separate oscillation time for each momentum mode
given by

zosc(q) =
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2
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where q ⌘ k/T is the co-moving RHN momentum. The
thermal-averaging procedure replaces h1/qi ! 1/2 pre-
dicted by Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics in the oscillation
phase to obtain the momentum-averaged hzosci given in
Eq. (6).

The momentum-dependent zosc(q) complicates our
earlier prediction that the asymmetry is suppressed pro-
vided zosc & zeq. Now, we see that for every mass split-
ting and equilibration time, there is a population of RHNs
that complete one oscillation and experiences no such
suppression, while the remainder of the RHN popula-
tion has its contribution to the asymmetry suppressed by
equilibration15. A more correct calculation of the asym-
metry would compute the contribution to the asymmetry
of each momentum mode, and then perform the sum over
momenta weighted by the RHN momentum distribution.

It is di�cult to solve the full momentum-dependent
quantum kinetic equations for the baryon asymme-
try. We can, however, straightforwardly compute the
momentum-dependent asymmetry perturbatively to es-
timate the inaccuracies of our momentum-averaging pro-
cedure. We follow Ref. [59], which computed the cor-
rect momentum-averaged asymmetry for the case where
a massive scalar decays into oscillating singlets, and
we replace the dominant tree-level scalar mass in that
case with the temperature-dependent SM Higgs mass
(m2

H
⌘ T

2, where  ⇡ 0.39 is determined from SM cou-
plings [64]) relevant for ARS leptogenesis. The asymme-
try factor A(z), correctly averaged over momentum and
accounting for the non-thermal momentum spectrum of
RHNs produced from SM Higgs decays, is

A
(full)(zeq) =
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We note that each momentum mode will also equilibrate at a

slightly di↵erent time, although we neglect this e↵ect in the illus-

trative calculation to follow. We expect that the scattering rate

for a small momentum mode to be larger than one with k ⇠ T ,

so if anything our assumption of equal equilibration times will

slightly exaggerate the e↵ects of thermal averaging of the oscil-

lation phase.

FIG. 23: Ratio of the asymmetry factor with correct
momentum-averaged asymmetry, A(full)(z), compared
to the corresponding factor A(z) from Eq. (12) with
näıve momentum averaging of the oscillation phase. We
plot this ratio as a function of hzosci/zeq for zeq = 0.01,
although the curve looks identical for other values of
zeq. We find that in the limit where oscillations occur
after equilibration, the correct asymmetry is a factor of
7.5 larger than the näıve averaging prediction, whereas
the two methods agree within 15% for hzosci = zeq.

If we replace zosc(q) with the momentum-independent
version from Sec. II, the q-integral gives 1 and we recover
the earlier expression for A(zeq), Eq. (13).
We compute the ratio of A(full)(zeq) to that of Eq. (13),

which was derived using the näıve averaging of the os-
cillation phase. We show our results in Fig. 23. We
find that for hzosci = zeq, which we found gave the op-
timal baryon asymmetry, the asymmetries from the two
methods agree within 15%. For the regime of significant
asymmetry suppression, hzosci � zeq, we find that the
näıve momentum-averaging of the phase under-estimates
the true asymmetry by a factor of 7.5. However, in this
regime the asymmetry scales like y

�10, and so this change
in the asymmetry only shifts the value of the coupling
leading to a specified asymmetry suppression by about
20%. Thus, even though our primary results in the pa-
per use the näıve momentum averaging of the phase, our
results for the coupling magnitudes needed for successful
leptogenesis still hold both qualitatively and quantita-
tively up to 20% di↵erences. The full implementation
and solution of the momentum-dependent quantum ki-
netic equations is left for future work.

Appendix D: Thermal-Mass E↵ects in Oscillations

In complete models, we might expect the RHN masses
to originate from spontaneous symmetry breaking of lep-
ton number after � gets a VEV. We restrict ourselves to
models of spontaneous breaking of a discrete symmetry
so that we don’t need to consider the additional e↵ect
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oscillation phase.
We now assess the validity of this approximation for

our study of the suppression of asymmetry from RHN
equilibration. One concern is that our perturbative
treatment in Sec. II uses the same momentum-averaging
procedure as the quantum kinetic equations and conse-
quently there is a single oscillation time, zosc, for the
entire population of RHNs. In reality, however, there
is a separate oscillation time for each momentum mode
given by
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where q ⌘ k/T is the co-moving RHN momentum. The
thermal-averaging procedure replaces h1/qi ! 1/2 pre-
dicted by Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics in the oscillation
phase to obtain the momentum-averaged hzosci given in
Eq. (6).

The momentum-dependent zosc(q) complicates our
earlier prediction that the asymmetry is suppressed pro-
vided zosc & zeq. Now, we see that for every mass split-
ting and equilibration time, there is a population of RHNs
that complete one oscillation and experiences no such
suppression, while the remainder of the RHN popula-
tion has its contribution to the asymmetry suppressed by
equilibration15. A more correct calculation of the asym-
metry would compute the contribution to the asymmetry
of each momentum mode, and then perform the sum over
momenta weighted by the RHN momentum distribution.

It is di�cult to solve the full momentum-dependent
quantum kinetic equations for the baryon asymme-
try. We can, however, straightforwardly compute the
momentum-dependent asymmetry perturbatively to es-
timate the inaccuracies of our momentum-averaging pro-
cedure. We follow Ref. [59], which computed the cor-
rect momentum-averaged asymmetry for the case where
a massive scalar decays into oscillating singlets, and
we replace the dominant tree-level scalar mass in that
case with the temperature-dependent SM Higgs mass
(m2

H
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2, where  ⇡ 0.39 is determined from SM cou-
plings [64]) relevant for ARS leptogenesis. The asymme-
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accounting for the non-thermal momentum spectrum of
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trative calculation to follow. We expect that the scattering rate

for a small momentum mode to be larger than one with k ⇠ T ,

so if anything our assumption of equal equilibration times will

slightly exaggerate the e↵ects of thermal averaging of the oscil-

lation phase.

FIG. 23: Ratio of the asymmetry factor with correct
momentum-averaged asymmetry, A(full)(z), compared
to the corresponding factor A(z) from Eq. (12) with
näıve momentum averaging of the oscillation phase. We
plot this ratio as a function of hzosci/zeq for zeq = 0.01,
although the curve looks identical for other values of
zeq. We find that in the limit where oscillations occur
after equilibration, the correct asymmetry is a factor of
7.5 larger than the näıve averaging prediction, whereas
the two methods agree within 15% for hzosci = zeq.

If we replace zosc(q) with the momentum-independent
version from Sec. II, the q-integral gives 1 and we recover
the earlier expression for A(zeq), Eq. (13).
We compute the ratio of A(full)(zeq) to that of Eq. (13),

which was derived using the näıve averaging of the os-
cillation phase. We show our results in Fig. 23. We
find that for hzosci = zeq, which we found gave the op-
timal baryon asymmetry, the asymmetries from the two
methods agree within 15%. For the regime of significant
asymmetry suppression, hzosci � zeq, we find that the
näıve momentum-averaging of the phase under-estimates
the true asymmetry by a factor of 7.5. However, in this
regime the asymmetry scales like y

�10, and so this change
in the asymmetry only shifts the value of the coupling
leading to a specified asymmetry suppression by about
20%. Thus, even though our primary results in the pa-
per use the näıve momentum averaging of the phase, our
results for the coupling magnitudes needed for successful
leptogenesis still hold both qualitatively and quantita-
tively up to 20% di↵erences. The full implementation
and solution of the momentum-dependent quantum ki-
netic equations is left for future work.

Appendix D: Thermal-Mass E↵ects in Oscillations

In complete models, we might expect the RHN masses
to originate from spontaneous symmetry breaking of lep-
ton number after � gets a VEV. We restrict ourselves to
models of spontaneous breaking of a discrete symmetry
so that we don’t need to consider the additional e↵ect

• While we don’t solve the full momentum-dependent QKEs in 
general, we can solve them perturbatively 
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equilibration. One concern is that our perturbative
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procedure as the quantum kinetic equations and conse-
quently there is a single oscillation time, zosc, for the
entire population of RHNs. In reality, however, there
is a separate oscillation time for each momentum mode
given by
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where q ⌘ k/T is the co-moving RHN momentum. The
thermal-averaging procedure replaces h1/qi ! 1/2 pre-
dicted by Maxwell-Boltzmann statistics in the oscillation
phase to obtain the momentum-averaged hzosci given in
Eq. (6).

The momentum-dependent zosc(q) complicates our
earlier prediction that the asymmetry is suppressed pro-
vided zosc & zeq. Now, we see that for every mass split-
ting and equilibration time, there is a population of RHNs
that complete one oscillation and experiences no such
suppression, while the remainder of the RHN popula-
tion has its contribution to the asymmetry suppressed by
equilibration15. A more correct calculation of the asym-
metry would compute the contribution to the asymmetry
of each momentum mode, and then perform the sum over
momenta weighted by the RHN momentum distribution.

It is di�cult to solve the full momentum-dependent
quantum kinetic equations for the baryon asymme-
try. We can, however, straightforwardly compute the
momentum-dependent asymmetry perturbatively to es-
timate the inaccuracies of our momentum-averaging pro-
cedure. We follow Ref. [59], which computed the cor-
rect momentum-averaged asymmetry for the case where
a massive scalar decays into oscillating singlets, and
we replace the dominant tree-level scalar mass in that
case with the temperature-dependent SM Higgs mass
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2, where  ⇡ 0.39 is determined from SM cou-
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FIG. 23: Ratio of the asymmetry factor with correct
momentum-averaged asymmetry, A(full)(z), compared
to the corresponding factor A(z) from Eq. (12) with
näıve momentum averaging of the oscillation phase. We
plot this ratio as a function of hzosci/zeq for zeq = 0.01,
although the curve looks identical for other values of
zeq. We find that in the limit where oscillations occur
after equilibration, the correct asymmetry is a factor of
7.5 larger than the näıve averaging prediction, whereas
the two methods agree within 15% for hzosci = zeq.

If we replace zosc(q) with the momentum-independent
version from Sec. II, the q-integral gives 1 and we recover
the earlier expression for A(zeq), Eq. (13).
We compute the ratio of A(full)(zeq) to that of Eq. (13),

which was derived using the näıve averaging of the os-
cillation phase. We show our results in Fig. 23. We
find that for hzosci = zeq, which we found gave the op-
timal baryon asymmetry, the asymmetries from the two
methods agree within 15%. For the regime of significant
asymmetry suppression, hzosci � zeq, we find that the
näıve momentum-averaging of the phase under-estimates
the true asymmetry by a factor of 7.5. However, in this
regime the asymmetry scales like y

�10, and so this change
in the asymmetry only shifts the value of the coupling
leading to a specified asymmetry suppression by about
20%. Thus, even though our primary results in the pa-
per use the näıve momentum averaging of the phase, our
results for the coupling magnitudes needed for successful
leptogenesis still hold both qualitatively and quantita-
tively up to 20% di↵erences. The full implementation
and solution of the momentum-dependent quantum ki-
netic equations is left for future work.
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to originate from spontaneous symmetry breaking of lep-
ton number after � gets a VEV. We restrict ourselves to
models of spontaneous breaking of a discrete symmetry
so that we don’t need to consider the additional e↵ect


